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Issue 1Issue 1Issue 1Issue 1    ----    Legal and procedural matters Legal and procedural matters Legal and procedural matters Legal and procedural matters     
    

a)a)a)a) Do the Do the Do the Do the Charging Schedules comply with the procedural requirements of the Charging Schedules comply with the procedural requirements of the Charging Schedules comply with the procedural requirements of the Charging Schedules comply with the procedural requirements of the 
2008 Planning Act and the 2010 CIL Regulations as amended?2008 Planning Act and the 2010 CIL Regulations as amended?2008 Planning Act and the 2010 CIL Regulations as amended?2008 Planning Act and the 2010 CIL Regulations as amended?    

 
1.1 Yes, Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council set out compliance with the 

Planning Act 2008 and the CIL Regulations (as amended) 2010 in Newcastle City 
Council’ s Compliance Statement (NS01) and Gateshead Council’s Compliance 
Statement (GS01).  
 

1.2 The Compliance Statements also address the comprehensive questions developed 
by Planning Advisory Service on CIL procedural and rate setting compliance matters.  
 

1.3 The Councils consider that a consistent and measured approach to developing the 
CIL Draft Charging Schedules (DCS) (NP01, GP01) (incorporating modifications) 
has been taken. Initial Preliminary Draft Charging Schedules (PDCS) were consulted 
on during the preparation of the Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (hereafter the 
CSUCP) in May 2012. After a delay to progression and adoption of the CSUCP 
(March 2015) the Councils took a cautious approach and consulted on updated 
PDCSs (April 2015) based on the revised Regulations and Guidance followed by a 
consultation on DCSs (October 2015- February 2016) and subsequent Modifications. 
At each stage of consultation the Councils have assessed the supporting evidence 
where appropriate and kept the charging schedule under review taking into account 
consideration of key areas of concern raised through the consultations. Additionally, 
the Councils have been proactive in engagement with interested parties and invited 
evidence where concerns have been expressed.



    
 

 
 

    

Issue 2 Issue 2 Issue 2 Issue 2 ----    Are the Charging Schedules supported by appropriate Are the Charging Schedules supported by appropriate Are the Charging Schedules supported by appropriate Are the Charging Schedules supported by appropriate 
available evideavailable evideavailable evideavailable evidence on infrastructure requirements?nce on infrastructure requirements?nce on infrastructure requirements?nce on infrastructure requirements?    
 

a)a)a)a) Does the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (February 2016) (Examination Does the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (February 2016) (Examination Does the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (February 2016) (Examination Does the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (February 2016) (Examination 
Document PO6) clearly identify the infrastructure needed to support the future Document PO6) clearly identify the infrastructure needed to support the future Document PO6) clearly identify the infrastructure needed to support the future Document PO6) clearly identify the infrastructure needed to support the future 
growth of Gateshead and Newcastle up to 2030?growth of Gateshead and Newcastle up to 2030?growth of Gateshead and Newcastle up to 2030?growth of Gateshead and Newcastle up to 2030?    

 
2.1 The IDP has been produced to support the CSUCP and development growth. The 

Gateshead and Newcastle CIL Background Paper (P01) explains how the 
Gateshead and Newcastle IDP (P05) is structured within three parts:  
 

• Part I provides an introduction to its purpose; 

• Part II covers each infrastructure topic in detail; and  

• Part III is the schedule of key infrastructure projects.  
 

2.2 The supporting Part III schedule of infrastructure projects is divided between CSUCP 
and incorporates a focus on Neighbourhood and Village Growth Areas and Areas of 
Change (Strategic Allocations) for ease of read across the CSUCP policies.  
 

2.3 The Gateshead and Newcastle IDP Update (P06) updates Part III. The councils’ 
have highlighted the following categories of schemes: 
 

• Critical Schemes - required to facilitate delivery of the Plan; 

• Essential Schemes - required to facilitate development (Inc. Growth Areas); 

• Transformational Schemes - to meet long term aspirations; and 

• Projects requiring further feasibility work. 
 

2.4 This differentiation, along with the timescales which have been allocated (Short 
(2011-2020), Medium (2020-2025) or Long (2025-2030) term) set out clearly the plan 
for future growth of Gateshead and Newcastle up to 2030.  

 
2.5 The IDP (P05) was prepared to support the Plan and, along with the relevant 

delivery policies and recommended Plan policy modifications, was found sound by 
the Plan Inspector (Inspector’s Report February 2015) (CSUCP 1)) concluding, “The 
separate Infrastructure Delivery Plan is a detailed and largely costed study of the 
main infrastructure projects required to support the development proposed in the 
CSUCP. (it)… provide(s) a positive and robust delivery strategy” (page 205). In 
accordance with NPPG it is not the role of a CIL examination to re-open 
infrastructure planning issues that have already been considered in putting in place a 
sound relevant Plan (ID25-016- 20140612). 
 

  



    

 
 

2.6 Part II (PO5) states the Councils’ intention to update studies which would in turn 
inform the revisions of Part III (PO6). A number of studies have been completed, 
whilst others are underway which in turn, will inform delivery of infrastructure 
compliant with CSUCP based growth and help to further define the infrastructure 
types and projects. 
 

2.7 As part of the CIL evidence relatively minor changes have been made to the IDP 
(Part III) Schedules (P06) to reflect updated information. This includes the re-
categorisation of some projects, such as the A1 route based strategy improvements 
(Ref. T2, P06) where there is now a funding commitment in place; and the addition of 
some projects, such as transport junction improvements (Ref. T15-T31 P06).  
 

b)b)b)b) What is the estimated total cost of infrastructure required in each Charging What is the estimated total cost of infrastructure required in each Charging What is the estimated total cost of infrastructure required in each Charging What is the estimated total cost of infrastructure required in each Charging 
Area, taking account of all schemes in the IDP?  What actual and expected Area, taking account of all schemes in the IDP?  What actual and expected Area, taking account of all schemes in the IDP?  What actual and expected Area, taking account of all schemes in the IDP?  What actual and expected 
sousousousources of funding have been identified?  What is the resultant estimated rces of funding have been identified?  What is the resultant estimated rces of funding have been identified?  What is the resultant estimated rces of funding have been identified?  What is the resultant estimated 
funding gap in each Charging Area? funding gap in each Charging Area? funding gap in each Charging Area? funding gap in each Charging Area?     

 
2.8 The total infrastructure cost as stated in the CIL Background Paper Appendices 

(February 2016) (P02) are calculated as £238.9m for Newcastle City Council and 
£214m for Gateshead Council. These Figures were calculated from the estimated 
cost of proposed/likely schemes which will go ahead up to 2030 (See PO2 Table 2.1. 
Newcastle City Council Funding Gap and Table 2.2. Gateshead Council Funding 
Gap of the Background Paper Appendices). 
 

2.9 The funding for these schemes is derived from public and private sectors. Highways 
England and Sustrans are identified as supporting transport infrastructure 
development using funding from multiple sources including the National Roads 
Programme, Department for Transport Road Investment Strategy and major 
schemes funding. Green Infrastructure and flooding is to be funded through the 
Local Flood Levy, Regional Flood Defence Levy, Lead Local Flood Authority Funds 
and Flood Defence Grant. National funding for energy sector, BIDUK and 
Government DCMS are among those allocated to fund utilities.   
 

2.10 The Councils have updated the infrastructure items on the IDP schedule (PO6) 
where necessary and have verified existing and potential funding sources and can 
confirm there is a current funding gap. Where amendments have been made since 
the examination of the Plan, a substantial funding gap has remained.  Both Councils 
are clear that there is a sufficient funding gap to justify the imposition of a CIL charge 
in the charging areas.  
 

c)c)c)c) What CIL income receipts are anticipated in each Charging Area from the What CIL income receipts are anticipated in each Charging Area from the What CIL income receipts are anticipated in each Charging Area from the What CIL income receipts are anticipated in each Charging Area from the 
diffdiffdiffdifferent categories of charges, including dwellings, shared/student erent categories of charges, including dwellings, shared/student erent categories of charges, including dwellings, shared/student erent categories of charges, including dwellings, shared/student 
accommodation, hotel and retail development?  accommodation, hotel and retail development?  accommodation, hotel and retail development?  accommodation, hotel and retail development?      

 
2.11 Table 1 below breaks down the anticipated CIL income projected in both authority 

areas to the proposed CIL chargeable development. You will note only residential 
uses have a CIL income amount identified in Gateshead and Newcastle.  

  



    

 
 

 
CIL Charges: Category 
 

Gateshead Council: 
Income 

Newcastle City Council: 
Income 

Residential (Zones A) £12,585,931 £24,000,000 
Residential (Zones B) Not estimated £589,000 

Sheltered Housing Not estimated Not estimated 
Shared/student 
accommodation 

N/A £3,928,250* 

Hotel Not estimated Not estimated 
Retail Development (small 
retail/ supermarket/ retail 
warehouses)  

£220,900* £276,800* 

 
TOTAL £12,806,831 Plus £28,794,050 Plus 
Table 1 ANTICIPATED CIL INCOME RECEIPTS 

Note 
*Estimates -based on rolling forward over a 5 year period the relevant approved schemes in 
2015 for each authority  

 
2.12 The Background Paper (PO1) summarises the conclusions of the retail capacity and 

needs based studies and the leisure study developed to support the Plan policies 
(See P01, pages 36-40). Whilst, these studies did not quantify significant needs over 
the plan period within the non-residential CIL chargeable categories, new build 
development schemes are still being approved providing retail and hotel choice in 
the market.  
 

2.13 Within the Councils’ Development Plans there are a number of mixed use allocation 
sites. The only single use allocation is limited to a new retail store in Scotswood 
(BSAAP policy SS31) and this may not be delivered. In such circumstances it is 
considered that a floorspace forecast based on past delivery with corresponding 
quantified CIL funding target is the best alternative to forecast needs.  Thus the 
estimated figures in Table 1 above for retail are based on schemes coming forward 
in 2015, and forecast forward for the next 5 years. The overall income is critical for 
funding the (IDP) key infrastructure in the CSUCP. 
 

d)d)d)d) Does the submitted evidence clearly explain how planning obligations would Does the submitted evidence clearly explain how planning obligations would Does the submitted evidence clearly explain how planning obligations would Does the submitted evidence clearly explain how planning obligations would 
operate alongside a new CIL regime in Gateshead and Newcastle?  operate alongside a new CIL regime in Gateshead and Newcastle?  operate alongside a new CIL regime in Gateshead and Newcastle?  operate alongside a new CIL regime in Gateshead and Newcastle?      

 
2.14 Yes, the Councils’ approach to the operation of CIL alongside planning obligations is 

set out in the submitted evidence. The Background Paper (Feb 2016) (ref PO1) 
(section 4.5) distinguishes between non-strategic local infrastructure, and 
infrastructure required to mitigate the cumulative impact of development sites, the 
latter to be funded by CIL. Further clarity is provided on this in the Background Paper 
appendices and both authorities Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning 
Documents (SPDs). The CIL Background Paper (PO2) Appendices (appendix 3, 
page 39) sets out the Councils Regulation 123 Lists. These include the development 
categories and projects to be funded by CIL and those that are excluded and which 

                                            
1
 Benwell Scotswood Area Action Plan (2009) 



    

 
 

will be delivered through planning obligations or other means; this is supplemented 
in section 4 (P02, page 43) by CIL Infrastructure flow charts which identify CIL and 
non CIL infrastructure, the latter to be funded by other means (S106, S278, S38 and 
planning conditions).  
 

2.15 Newcastle City Council’s adopted Planning Obligations SPD (NP09) clearly sets out 
the proposed approach to Section 106 planning obligations which will run in 
conjunction with the Council’s proposed ‘Community Infrastructure Levy’. It ensures 
that the development industry and others have a clear view on the likely extent of 
Section 106 planning obligations, which they will have to meet to ensure that any 
proposed development is acceptable. 
 

2.16 The Planning Obligations SPD complies with national and local policy, and deals 
with procedural matters relating to the drafting and enforcement of Section 106 
Agreements as well as setting out the types of obligation that the Council may seek 
to secure from development. The SPD complies with the CSUCP and the evidence 
tested at examination in public. It identifies the relevant policy basis, types of 
development to which the obligation will apply, thresholds over which the obligation 
will be sought and set out, where possible, the basis on which the level of obligation 
will be calculated.  
 

2.17 The CIL Regulations and guidance require that local authorities scale back s106 
requirements to those matters that are directly related to a specific site, or are 
otherwise not those set out in the regulation 123 list. In addition the CIL Regulations 
in general restrict the pooling of Section 106 contributions to no more than five 
obligations towards the provision of new infrastructure where it meets the three tests: 
 

• The obligation must be necessary to make the proposed development acceptable 
in planning terms;  

• The obligation must be directly related to the proposed development; and 

• The obligation must be fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 
proposed development (see page 3 – Section 4, Planning Obligations SPD 
Planning Obligations (Adopted 2016) (NP09)). 

 
2.18 Newcastle City Council adopted Planning Obligations SPD (NP09) ensures that 

these regulations are met and that there will be no actual or perceived ‘double 
dipping’. (See page 4 – Section 5, NP09). 
 

2.19 Gateshead Council has recently adopted a Planning Obligations SPD (GO6) which 
sets out the approach to securing contributions for infrastructure in advance of the 
Council having an adopted CIL. The Council intends that this interim SPD will be 
reviewed, amended and republished in a CIL compliant format to coincide with the 
adoption of CIL to avoid uncertainty and to avoid concerns regarding “double-
dipping”. The timescale for consulting on a revised SPD is June 2016. 



    
 

 
 

 

Issue 3 Issue 3 Issue 3 Issue 3 ----    Residential rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Residential rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Residential rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Residential rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by 
appropriate available appropriate available appropriate available appropriate available evidence on viability?evidence on viability?evidence on viability?evidence on viability? 
 

a)a)a)a) Do the generic residential typologies tested in the viability evidence adequately Do the generic residential typologies tested in the viability evidence adequately Do the generic residential typologies tested in the viability evidence adequately Do the generic residential typologies tested in the viability evidence adequately 
reflect the type, density and size of schemes/units likely to come forward in reflect the type, density and size of schemes/units likely to come forward in reflect the type, density and size of schemes/units likely to come forward in reflect the type, density and size of schemes/units likely to come forward in 
Gateshead and Newcastle?Gateshead and Newcastle?Gateshead and Newcastle?Gateshead and Newcastle?            

 
3.1 The Councils considers that the typologies tested reflect the type, density and size of 

schemes likely to come forward in Gateshead and Newcastle. The notional 
residential type, site area and size of schemes were developed for the CSUCP 
evidence from Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) data in 
2011 and have been the subject of consultation at a number of stages during the 
CSUCP and CIL preparation, including the review of viability assumptions (2013), 
CIL consultation stages (2012-2015) and CSUCP submission consultation. The 
notional schemes have been amended in response to stakeholder feedback.  
 

3.2 The notional schemes were also developed to reflect the then proposed CSUCP 
policies, in particular Policy CS11 (Providing a Range and Choice of Housing) which 
requires 60% of new private housing across the plan area being suitable for and 
attractive to families, with a minimum target of 16,000 new homes to have 3 or more 
bedrooms. The strategic allocation (Neighbourhood and Village Growth Areas) site 
specific policies require a minimum of 75% of new dwellings to be for families. 
Therefore the Councils expect that future development will be similar to the notional 
schemes that have been tested. 
 

3.3 Table 1 in Appendix 3 of this statement includes housing monitoring data of recent 
built residential schemes to aid comparison with the notional residential schemes as 
a proxy for what may well come forward in the future (See Viability Annex, Section 3 
A.1 & B.1) (P04). This compares the type of past schemes of comparable sizes. The 
analysis concludes that recent developments of each scheme type have included a 
higher proportion of smaller 2 bed units across all viability zones.  This reflects both 
Councils' record of delivering Council funded developments which have included a 
higher proportion of affordable housing and specialist accommodation. However in 
the future, demand and policy requirement for homes to be suitable for families is 
expected to be reflected in a shift towards larger dwellings and houses as per the 
notional schemes tested. 

 
3.4 With regard to densities, the 2013 SHLAA’s included a Housing Capacity Calculated 

(CSUCP8, page 21 and CCSUCP pages 5 – 6). This assumes that the density of 
housing varies for a number of standard property sizes and types for example in 
neighbourhood locations an average 4 bed house is 24 units per hectare compared 
to 250 units per hectare for studio flats in the Urban Core. These assumptions have 
been consulted upon on a number of time and are considered to be realistic. 
 

     



    

 
 

b)b)b)b) Has sufficient testing been undertaken of strategic allocations?   Has sufficient testing been undertaken of strategic allocations?   Has sufficient testing been undertaken of strategic allocations?   Has sufficient testing been undertaken of strategic allocations?       
 
3.5 Yes, each of the Neighbourhood and Village Growth Areas (strategic allocations 

sites) in the Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan were appraised as part of the 
justifying evidence of the viability (and deliverability) for the allocation of these sites 
in the CSUCP, taking into account allowances for strategic infrastructure, mitigation 
and policy costs (See P03 Gateshead and Newcastle Viability and Deliverability 
Report Appendix 7, section 2). The appraisals have been updated and included in 
Appendix 8 of the CIL Viability Update (P04). In Newcastle, where a Village Growth 
Area is located within different Value Zone areas, separate appraisals have been 
produced for different sub area sites. Additionally, a residential Area of Change in 
Newcastle has been appraised. It was on this basis that the CSUCP was found 
deliverable and therefore sound.  
 

3.6 As such the appraisal assumptions (whilst updated for costs and values to reflect 
elapsed time and circumstance) have been subject to consultation and examination 
at the CSUCP Examination in Public and found sound. 
 

3.7 Since the adoption of the CSUCP in March 2015, a number of the Neighbourhood 
and Village Growth Areas (strategic allocations) have been the subject of developer 
masterplanning (for compliance with Policy CS3 and Policy CS4), pre planning 
application proposals and planning applications. Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix 3 of this 
statement sets out the current status of each of the CSUCP allocation sites in 
Newcastle and Gateshead. The development proposals and supporting information 
in the development management process can also include further available evidence 
on the viability of the strategic allocations. 

 

c)c)c)c) What evidence has been used to inform the residential threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the residential threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the residential threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the residential threshold values and the 
Value Zone mapsValue Zone mapsValue Zone mapsValue Zone maps    (as set out in t(as set out in t(as set out in t(as set out in the Viability and Deliverability Report Annex he Viability and Deliverability Report Annex he Viability and Deliverability Report Annex he Viability and Deliverability Report Annex 
Update February 2016 Update February 2016 Update February 2016 Update February 2016 ----    PO4)?   PO4)?   PO4)?   PO4)?       

 
3.8 The Councils’ have set out the methodology for deriving threshold land values that 

provides for a competitive return to a willing land owner and willing developer and 
enable development to be deliverable (Paragraph 173. NPPF). The threshold values 
derived (P04 Table F.2, page 25) reflect the “existing use value plus” approach 
advocated in the Harman guidance and tested against publically available 
transaction data and information from other authority areas (P04, page 6, section 3. 
and page 24 section F).  
 

3.9 The driver behind the Value Zone maps is the house prices data. The Value Zone 
maps and threshold values were first derived in 2012 to inform the preparation of 
initial work on CIL and the Plan as joint methodology for both authorities. The Value 
Zone maps were informed by house prices, results of appraisal and the nature of the 
geographic area, using physical boundaries where possible. The Gateshead Council 
and Newcastle City Council CIL Viability Assessment Stage 1 Report (April 2012) 
(PDCS1-6) refers to the list of appropriate evidence in paragraph 1.8 (page 4) and at 
paragraphs 2.38- 2.58 (pages 18-21) incudes specific reference to the average land 
values in the VOA Property Market report (2011). 
 



    

 
 

3.10 The Charging Zone maps are the result of detailed appraisal work (utilising house 
price data and threshold land values) to determine the viability of levying a charge in 
the various value zones. This doesn’t necessarily result in the highest charge being 
levied in the highest value area (more detail in 4.8). 
 

3.11 The Viability and Deliverability Report (P03) was published in 2013 and updated in 
2014 for the examination of the Plan. The narrative considers the changes in 
planning guidance (paragraphs 3.6- 3.21) and reviews the evidence and 
methodology in paragraphs 4.7-4.11. The appropriate evidence includes property 
market research, Land Registry and BCIS data. In 2015/ 16 an Annex Update to the 
Viability and Deliverability Report (P04) was produced to support the preparation of 
CIL -sections 2 and 3.0 further reviews the guidance and evidence in relation the 
threshold values and Value Zones. Appropriate evidence includes identified policy 
costs, DCLG Land value Estimates for Policy Appraisal (February 2015), Land 
Registry transaction data and regional threshold values adopted in the NE (See 
Appendix 5 (P04). Residential Values have been derived from local property market 
data, Council transactional and housing monitoring data together with analysis of 
Land Registry Prices Paid and corresponding floorspace data (DCLG Energy 
Performance Certificates) (see C) pages 13-14; Appendix 4,(P04)).  
 

3.12 Additionally, engagement with stakeholders and consultation responses have helped 
to shape the appropriate evidence on threshold values and Value Zones. 
 

d)d)d)d) What are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘non----urban’?  urban’?  urban’?  urban’?      
 

3.13 The ‘non urban’ is defined as land within the Green Belt (as defined in the Newcastle 
upon Tyne UDP (1998), and Gateshead UDP (2007)). This definition has been used 
to ensure the appropriate threshold value is used in the appraisals for the strategic 
allocation sites, and land released/added to the Green Belt in the Plan (2015) (See 
Appendix 3 of this statement - Maps 1&2), where there is an uplift in value from 
agricultural use to the tested development categories. 
 

3.14 ‘Urban’ is land outwith the defined Green Belt boundaries in the Newcastle upon 
Tyne UDP (1998), and Gateshead UDP (2007). 

    

e)e)e)e) Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to other factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to other factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to other factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to other factors affecting 
viability of residential development and up to date evidence used?  Including: viability of residential development and up to date evidence used?  Including: viability of residential development and up to date evidence used?  Including: viability of residential development and up to date evidence used?  Including:     

 

• Remediation costs associated with brownfield sitesRemediation costs associated with brownfield sitesRemediation costs associated with brownfield sitesRemediation costs associated with brownfield sites    
• Build costs Build costs Build costs Build costs     
• Site acquisition fees Site acquisition fees Site acquisition fees Site acquisition fees     
• S.106 costsS.106 costsS.106 costsS.106 costs            
• Marketing costsMarketing costsMarketing costsMarketing costs    
• Abnormals allowanceAbnormals allowanceAbnormals allowanceAbnormals allowance    
• ExternalsExternalsExternalsExternals    
• Developer’s profit on affordable housing Developer’s profit on affordable housing Developer’s profit on affordable housing Developer’s profit on affordable housing     
• Requirements in Policies CS16 and CS17Requirements in Policies CS16 and CS17Requirements in Policies CS16 and CS17Requirements in Policies CS16 and CS17    

 



    

 
 

3.15 Yes, the viability assumptions for residential schemes are summarised in section 3.0 
of the Annex Update (P04). 
 
Remediation costs associated with brownfield sites 

 
3.16 Infrastructure policy costs have been accounted for within s106 allowances, an 

allowance for abnormals has also been made at 5% of build cost (PO4 D.2), page 
20). In addition a further 5% contingency cost has been assumed. The urban CIL 
Zone B in both authority areas do not, however, include large brownfield sites with 
known significant remediation costs. This has been derived from the SHLAAs 
produced for the CSUCP examination, See Newcastle SHLAA (CSUCP8). 

 
Build costs  

 
3.17 The build costs are based on appropriate locally adjusted BCIS data as referred to in 

the national Planning Practice Guidance (Ref ID 10-014-20140306) (see P04 Table 
D.1) section 3). We have adopted the median as the most frequently occurring cost 
on a normal distribution of costs, except for the lower quartile costs assumed in the 
lower viability value areas as discussed with stakeholders, however, the use of lower 
quartile cost has no bearing on the CIL charges (NP04) and (NS03). 

 
Site acquisition fees  

 
3.18 PO4 Table H.2 section 3, sets out the assumptions adopted for site residential 

acquisition fees and are set at industry standard rates (1.75% of residualised price). 
Whilst the representation from Persimmon Homes Ltd. in relation to factoring in VAT 
to the SDLT (at 4% of residual value) is noted, the economic appraisals tested are 
high level appraisals where it is assumed VAT is recoverable across all sites. This is 
considered to be a reasonable assumption. 

 
S.106 costs   

 
3.19 The proposed level of £2,000 per dwelling in the urban area in compliance with 

revised Planning Obligation SPDs (NP09 and GP06) is considered to be cautious, 
given that s106 will generally apply to on site costs and the provision of open space. 
The s106 costs used in the appraisals are identified in the context of CIL Regulations 
122 and 123 in addition to compliance with the Council SPDs. On the strategic 
allocation sites generic costs of £8,740/ unit are a minimum with finer grain 
appraisals having adopted known site specific costs for greater accuracy. These 
costs are listed in Table 4 of the Background Paper appendices (P02) are the most 
up to date data and are significantly higher than the urban cost assumption .The 
s106 cost receipts data, however, does not reflect the likely s106 costs for future 
schemes once CIL is operational given the scaling back of s106 requirements (See 
Table D.2, page 20 (P04) and Table 4 of the Background Paper Appendices (P02)). 
 

  



    

 
 

Marketing costs 
 
3.20 The marketing costs have been amended after reviewing representations and are 

considered to be reasonable based on local knowledge (See DTZ independent 
surveyor's review on page 261, Appendix 9 of the Annex Update (P04)) in addition to 
accepted principles elsewhere in Inspectors’ reports (See (D.2), page 20/21 of the 
Viability Annex (P04). 

 
Abnormals allowance 
 

3.21 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (Paragraph 173) requires viability 
assessment of the normal cost of development. However, as indicated under 
remediation costs above, the Councils’ have taken a cautious approach by allowing 
for an abnormals assumptions in the viability appraisals, and have added in a 5% 
‘abnormals’ figure on top of base build cost and externals.  A 5% contingency has 
also been adopted (See (P04D.2), page 20 & 22). The Council has had regard to 
guidance emerging from cases such as the Gedling CIL Examiner’s report, where 
the Examiner concluded: 
 
"While there may be some sites where there are significant abnormal construction 
costs, these are unlikely to be typical and this would, in any case, be reflected in a 
lower threshold land value for a specific site."  See (D.2), page 20 of the Viability 
Annex (P04). 

 
Externals 
 

3.22 The allowance for externals will always vary on a site by site basis and accordingly it 
is necessary to adopt a standard rate for externals (as a percentage of build costs) 
for the appraisals carried out.  Externals include, inter alia, service connections, 
landscaping, car parking and internal access roads if applicable.  In this respect 
regard has been made to publically available information from BCIS and also to 
advice from consultants. For some developments external works will be significant 
and housebuilder representations with an interest in strategic growth areas have 
been received in relation to the assumed externals allowance. A typical average has 
been applied at 10% and assessed by local surveyors as a reasonable level (See 
DTZ independent surveyor's review on page 261, Appendix 9 of the Annex Update 
(P04)). Taking this externals allowance with a cautious 5% abnormals and 5% 
contingency, is equivalent to a 20% of the basic build cost assumption (See (D.2), 
page 20 & 22 of the Viability Annex (P04).   

 
Developer’s profit on affordable housing  
 

3.23 The Councils have adopted a reasonable assumption on developer’s profit, with the 
overall assumption of 20% of GDV on market sales and 6% of GDV for affordable 
housing provision considered to be at the top end of competitive return assumptions 
accepted in examinations elsewhere in the country. Whilst representations have 
been received there are no evidenced localised risks that would require a review of 
this assumption (See (D.2), page 19 & 20 of the Viability Annex (P04). 

 
  



    

 
 

Requirements in Policies CS16 and CS17 
 

3.24 Policies CS16 (Climate Change) and CS17 (Flood Risk and Water Management) 
were tested at the CSUCP examination and were found sound (subject to 
modifications) with no additional cost testing necessary. CS16 (6) requires optimal 
use of local renewables or low carbon energy in accordance with a hierarchy subject 
to the developer’s specification. Paragraph 12.28 stipulates developers are to 
demonstrate if requirements are not feasible either technically or financially for any 
necessary exemption. The CSUCP Inspector concludes “paragraph 98. …The 
Councils propose to qualify low carbon solutions (in the draft policy) by “in 
accordance with current Government standards”; this demonstrates that, if other 
solutions are not feasible or viable, the bottom rung of the hierarchy should not 
impose significant additional costs on development” (See paragraphs 96-99, 
CSUCP1 and page 18 Viability Annex (P04)). 
 

3.25 Paragraph 4.42 of the Viability and Deliverability Report (February 2014)(P03) 
stipulates that no additional costings  for compliance with Policy CS17 is considered 
necessary as Defra (2011) noted from case study examples that overall evidence 
suggests SuDS may be up to 30% cheaper to construct , however for challenging 
sites it can be 5% more expensive to construct than traditional drainage. (Source: 
Defra. (2011). Commencement of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010, 
Schedule 3 for Sustainable Drainage – Impact Assessment. London: Defra). 
Furthermore, in Newcastle whilst site based flood risk will need to be addressed by 
the development sites, strategic flood risk and drainage projects identified in the 
forthcoming Local Flood Risk Management Strategy (CS17) are intended to be 
funded from CIL (Draft Regulation 123 list, NP07). In Gateshead strategic flood 
alleviation and mitigation measures at MetroGreen will be funded by CIL (Draft 
Regulation 123 List GP05), with other site based flood risk to be addressed by the 
development sites. 
 

3.26 In accordance with the NPPF (para 173) viability testing should take account of the 
normal costs of development and Policies CS16 & CS17 are considered to reflect 
normal costs of development. 
 

f)f)f)f) Do the appraisals for sheltered housing (assisted living) incorporate Do the appraisals for sheltered housing (assisted living) incorporate Do the appraisals for sheltered housing (assisted living) incorporate Do the appraisals for sheltered housing (assisted living) incorporate 
appropriate build costs and unit sizes?   appropriate build costs and unit sizes?   appropriate build costs and unit sizes?   appropriate build costs and unit sizes?       

 
3.27 Yes, the sheltered housing (assisted living) assumptions within the notional scheme 

economically appraised have been prepared based on representations received from 
a provider of sheltered housing. Tables A.2) and B.4) (page 11, Viability Annex 
(P04)) sets out the unit size and residential scheme mix derived from information 
provided by the representor (See. Table D.1). Within the appraisals, the Council 
have used unit sizes of 55 sq m for a 1 bed and 75 sq m for a 2 bed unit which 
complies with the Retirement Housing Group Guidance and in line with the 
representor's suggested unit sizes (Viability and Deliverability Report (PO3) 
(Appendix 3, page 77). The assumed build cost has been derived from BCIS 
information and the supporting narrative to this is on page 19 (See Table D.1) 
section 3, (P04)). 
 



    

 
 

g)g)g)g) What method has been used to produce the ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat method has been used to produce the ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat method has been used to produce the ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat method has been used to produce the ‘urban’ and ‘non----urban’ typology urban’ typology urban’ typology urban’ typology 
appraisal results and the final headroom figures in Table 4.1 of the Annex appraisal results and the final headroom figures in Table 4.1 of the Annex appraisal results and the final headroom figures in Table 4.1 of the Annex appraisal results and the final headroom figures in Table 4.1 of the Annex 
Update (PO4)?   In addition to the threshold values, what costs have been Update (PO4)?   In addition to the threshold values, what costs have been Update (PO4)?   In addition to the threshold values, what costs have been Update (PO4)?   In addition to the threshold values, what costs have been 
deducted from the residual vdeducted from the residual vdeducted from the residual vdeducted from the residual values in the typology appraisals in Appendix 8 alues in the typology appraisals in Appendix 8 alues in the typology appraisals in Appendix 8 alues in the typology appraisals in Appendix 8 
(shown as ‘residualised price’) to produce the final headroom figures in Table (shown as ‘residualised price’) to produce the final headroom figures in Table (shown as ‘residualised price’) to produce the final headroom figures in Table (shown as ‘residualised price’) to produce the final headroom figures in Table 
4.1?  (the Council is requested to provide specific figures in relation to these 4.1?  (the Council is requested to provide specific figures in relation to these 4.1?  (the Council is requested to provide specific figures in relation to these 4.1?  (the Council is requested to provide specific figures in relation to these 
additional costs, for each typology, as well as dadditional costs, for each typology, as well as dadditional costs, for each typology, as well as dadditional costs, for each typology, as well as details of the general method).etails of the general method).etails of the general method).etails of the general method).        

 
3.28 The methodology adopted in the viability testing is set out in sections 3.00 and 4.00 

of the Viability and Deliverability Report (February 2014) (P03) and updated in the 
Viability Annex (P04). The stages followed in calculating the resultant headroom 
identified in Table 4.1 (P04) are as indicated in the example of the calculation shown 
below (columns 2 and 3 Figure 1). The same assumptions and methodology is used 
for all of the scheme typologies within the respective Urban and Non-Urban value 
zones. 
 

3.29 The assumptions are: 
 
• Affordable Housing at 15% of units for schemes of 15 units plus; 

• Non CIL infrastructure contributions of £2,000 per private unit in Urban areas; 
and 

• Non CIL infrastructure contributions of £8,740 per private unit in Non-Urban areas 
(note the strategic allocations have finer grain site specific non CIL infrastructure 
costs). 

 
3.30 See Table 4 in Appendix 3 of this statement for the additional data entered into Table 

4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) (as amended 25/02/16). 
  



    

 
 

 
Methodology Example (50 Unit Scheme in High-Mid Area) – 

with affordable housing 
   
 Urban Non - Urban 

 
 

  

Residual Value taken from 
Argus Developer  

£2,292,919 £2,292,919 

 
 

  

Less Threshold Value 1.25 ha 
@£1,600,000/ha 

£2,000,000 

1.25 ha @ £480,000/ha 
£600,000 

  
 

  

Less Non CIL 
infrastructure (s.106) costs 

43 (private) units @ 
£2,000 per unit 

£86,000 

43 (private) units @ £8,740 
per unit 

£375,820 
 
 

  

Equals Headroom £206,919 (un rounded) £1,317,099 (un rounded) 
 
 

  

Headroom per m2 GIA 
private / Headroom 

£206,919 / 4,268m2 £1,317,099 / 4,268m2 

 
 
Equals Headroom per m2 £48.48 £308.60 
Figure 1 Appraisal Methodology 

 

    



    
 

 
 

    
Issue 4 Issue 4 Issue 4 Issue 4 ----    Residential rates: Are the proposed charging rates informed Residential rates: Are the proposed charging rates informed Residential rates: Are the proposed charging rates informed Residential rates: Are the proposed charging rates informed 
by and consistent with the evidence? Would the proposed charging by and consistent with the evidence? Would the proposed charging by and consistent with the evidence? Would the proposed charging by and consistent with the evidence? Would the proposed charging 
rates put the overall development of the area at risk? rates put the overall development of the area at risk? rates put the overall development of the area at risk? rates put the overall development of the area at risk?     
   

a)a)a)a) Are residential rates and uses clearly defined in the tables in the ChaAre residential rates and uses clearly defined in the tables in the ChaAre residential rates and uses clearly defined in the tables in the ChaAre residential rates and uses clearly defined in the tables in the Charging rging rging rging 
Schedules, and on the accompanying maps?  Schedules, and on the accompanying maps?  Schedules, and on the accompanying maps?  Schedules, and on the accompanying maps?      

 

4.1 Yes, the Draft Charging Schedule (incorporating Modifications) for Newcastle and 
Gateshead are considered to meet the legislative requirements for CIL draft charging 
schedules and maps, see document Newcastle CIL Compliance Statement (NS01) 
and Gateshead CIL Compliance Statement (GS01). The DCSs are supported by 
appropriate development category definitions, use classes and detailed ordnance 
survey maps to aid implementation. Additionally, the Councils have had no 
representations regarding lack of clarity. 

b)b)b)b) (i) Are the proposed £60 psm, £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for residential (i) Are the proposed £60 psm, £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for residential (i) Are the proposed £60 psm, £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for residential (i) Are the proposed £60 psm, £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for residential 
development and the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and development and the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and development and the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and development and the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and 
reasonable? reasonable? reasonable? reasonable?     

 
4.2 The Background Paper (P01) and Appendices (P02) summarises the viability 

evidence and the rate setting tests. The Background Paper (P01) in conjunction with 
the Viability and Deliverability Report & Annex (P03/4) addresses the NPPF, 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) tests and available headroom for a CIL charge 
(after policy costs) (Table 4, P02); as well as addressing established CIL tests 
considered in previous CIL examinations, such as, proposed CIL rates as a 
proportion of Gross Development Value (GDV) and Residual Value (RV) for the 
CSUCO strategic allocation sites (Tables 5&6, P02). 
 

4.3 Table 4.1 of the Viability Annex (P04) (see Issue 3 above) addresses the available 
headroom for a CIL charge (after policy costs) for the generic schemes. Where there 
is a general resultant positive headroom after threshold value and policy costs 
deductions, in the High Value (urban) Zone (or Value Profile Area in Newcastle) and 
High Mid (non urban) Zone CIL changing Zones A and B are derived. It is worth 
noting that whilst the generic Mid Value Zones (non urban) indicates some positive 
resultant headroom, the site specific appraisals in Appendix 8 (P04) and the analysis 
in Tables 4.3.1 & 4.3.2 (as amended 25/02/16) (P04) indicate negative headroom. 
Thus the Mid Zone allocations sites are not considered to have sufficient headroom 
to derive a reasonable CIL charge with a viability cushion. 
 

4.4 Additionally Table 4.1 of the Viability Annex (P04) (see Issue 3 above) indicates a 
predominantly negative resultant headroom after threshold value and policy cost 
deductions in the Low, Low Mid and Mid (urban) Value Zones ,and thus has not 
been proposed for a CIL charge. 
 

b) (ii) Why are some high and highb) (ii) Why are some high and highb) (ii) Why are some high and highb) (ii) Why are some high and high----mid value areas (as shown on the Values Zones mid value areas (as shown on the Values Zones mid value areas (as shown on the Values Zones mid value areas (as shown on the Values Zones 
Maps) and midMaps) and midMaps) and midMaps) and mid----value areas not included within charging zones A or B? value areas not included within charging zones A or B? value areas not included within charging zones A or B? value areas not included within charging zones A or B?     

 



    

 
 

4.5 The Value Zones were established by reference to end property (sales) values, 
“existing use plus”. They are consistent across the five zones as set out in Figures 
1/1b (page 58) and 1.1g (page 63) of the Annex Update (P04).   
 

4.6 Mapped on the figures stated above are non urban areas and non urban High Mid 
Value strategic allocation sites deleted from the Green Belt through the adoption of 
the Plan (See Maps 1 & 2 in Appendix 4 of this statement). These are shown by 
black hatching. Also shown on figure 1.1b in Newcastle is the Newcastle Central 
Area. 
 

4.7 The ability to sustain headroom and to justify a CIL charge is the function between 
the residual value of the development and the threshold land value .Accordingly only 
the non urban areas in the High-Mid value zone and Urban High typologies are able 
to generate a sufficient headroom to sustain and justify a CIL charge, as identified in 
the CIL charging Zones A and B in the DCSs. 
 

4.8 The Urban High Value Zone corresponds to CIL charging Zone B and non urban 
High Mid corresponds to CIL charging Zone A. In Newcastle zones translate with the 
exception of the following variances as indicated on Map 3 in Appendix 4 of this 
statement.  
 

• Area of interest 1 (Green Belt: Golf course, Gosforth) - excluded from Zone 
charging zone given that there is no Plan allocations or developer interest in this 
area; 

• Area of interest 2 (Town Moor) - excluded due to legislative restrictions under the 
Newcastle Upon Tyne Moor Act 1988. In essence this means that the Town Moor 
must be maintained as open space in the interests of the city for the enjoyment of 
the public; 

• Area of interest 3 (non urban Mid Value Zone) - This is land within the non urban 
Mid Value Zone where the site specific focus on strategic infrastructure and 
mitigation costs indicates negative headroom and thus a £0 CIL charge; and 

• Area of interest 4 (Green Belt-Westerhope Golf course) - This is also land within 
the non urban Mid Value Zone included in CIL charging Zone A boundary by 
cartographic error. If the Examiner were to recommend deletion of area of 
interest 4 from the Zone A boundary, the Council would consider this to be a non 
material amendment. 

 
4.9 In Gateshead the zones translate with the exception of the following variances as 

indicated on Map 4 in Appendix 4 of this statement: 
 

• Area of interest coincides land within the non-urban mid value zone area where 
there is insufficient headroom.  

 
4.10 It is worth noting that 2 subsequent material changes were made to the Gateshead 

DCS CIL Charging Zone A at High Spen and Highfield. The Council consulted on 
corrections to the charging zone map and value profile map at High Spen and 
Highfield, as set out in the Statement of Modifications and DCS (GP04, modifications 
4-7). In both cases the correct boundaries in these locations were consulted on at 



    

 
 

PDCS1 stage in 2012, and then were subsequently altered at following stages, on 
the basis of the superseded Green Belt boundary being the point of reference. The 
supporting viability evidence has remained consistent, assessing the land in these 
locations as being high-mid value, and identifying sufficient headroom to be included 
within the charging zone. 
 

b)b)b)b) (iii)  Is the proposed CIL charge on sheltered housing schemes justified?(iii)  Is the proposed CIL charge on sheltered housing schemes justified?(iii)  Is the proposed CIL charge on sheltered housing schemes justified?(iii)  Is the proposed CIL charge on sheltered housing schemes justified?    
 
4.11 The notional scheme for sheltered housing has been developed with cognisance of 

the submitted advice by a sheltered housing operator. The appraisals for the 
‘assisted living’ scheme is included in Appendix 8 of the Viability Update report (P04) 
and results are included in Table 4.1 of the Viability Annex (P04) (see Issue 3 
above). In Table 4.1 Viability Update (P04) (February 2016) general policy costs 
were applied at £8,700 per unit in the non urban value zones and £2,000 per unit in 
the urban values zones. Set out below are the adjusted policy costs for sheltered 
housing development (Use Class C3) for each local authority. 
 

4.12 The Planning Obligations SPDs for both authorities sets out indicative costings for 
off-site open space provision in accordance with saved UDP policies,  (See NP09 
Appendix 1, page 22 and GP06 Appendix 1, page 23-4) including sheltered 
accommodation. The following Table 2 sets out the resultant headroom after 
threshold value deductions in Residential charging Zones A and B: 

 
Area Table 4.1 - General 

Policy Cost Added, 
(February 2016) 

Table 4.1 - NCC Sheltered 
Housing Policy Cost 
(£413/unit) 

Table 4.1 - G C 
Sheltered Housing 
Policy Cost  (£253/unit) 

Headroom 
with AH £ 

Headroom 
with AH 
per sqm 

Headroom 
with AH £ 

Headroom 
with AH 
per sqm 

Headroom 
with AH £ 

Headroom 
with AH 
per sqm 

High 
(Urban) 
(Zone 
B) 

439,000 126  493,097 141 498,573 143 

High 
Mid     
(non 
urban) 
(Zone 
A) 

negative -8 259,863 
 

75 265,303 76 

Table 2 Issue 4 Sheltered Housing Headroom and Policy Costs 

AH= Affordable Housing 

  



    

 
 

4.13 The results in the left hand columns include the headroom with and without 
affordable housing but all with a general assumed policy cost (£2,000 per dwelling in 
the urban area and £8,700/ dwelling in the non-urban Value Zones) The columns in 
the right hand side of the table above identifies the policy costs for sheltered housing 
(C3). The specific policy costs for a sheltered housing scheme is, in general, limited 
to on site provision or off site contribution to local open space (see specific 
calculations in 3).  
 

4.14 The revised sheltered housing headroom (after clarified policy costs) per sq m would 
be £75/141 p sqm in Newcastle Zones A and B in Newcastle and £76/143 p sqm in 
Gateshead (see calculations in Figure 1 in Appendix 4 of this statement). 
 

c)c)c)c) What are What are What are What are the viabilitythe viabilitythe viabilitythe viability    buffers associated with the CIL residential charges? buffers associated with the CIL residential charges? buffers associated with the CIL residential charges? buffers associated with the CIL residential charges? 
(where the buffer is measured as the difference between the headroom or (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the headroom or (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the headroom or (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the headroom or 
maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in 
percentage termspercentage termspercentage termspercentage terms    ––––    see the equation belosee the equation belosee the equation belosee the equation below) w) w) w) 100 100 100 100 ----    (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum 
CIL rate x 100) = buffer %CIL rate x 100) = buffer %CIL rate x 100) = buffer %CIL rate x 100) = buffer %....        

 
4.15 The viability buffers have been quantified for each typology and strategic sites and 

included in the Appendix 4 of this statement (Tables A, B and C). 
 

d)d)d)d) Are the buffers sufficient to allow viable residential development in the charging Are the buffers sufficient to allow viable residential development in the charging Are the buffers sufficient to allow viable residential development in the charging Are the buffers sufficient to allow viable residential development in the charging 
zones? What are the Council’s latest housing trajectories over the Plan period, zones? What are the Council’s latest housing trajectories over the Plan period, zones? What are the Council’s latest housing trajectories over the Plan period, zones? What are the Council’s latest housing trajectories over the Plan period, 
and would the CIL charges affect deliverand would the CIL charges affect deliverand would the CIL charges affect deliverand would the CIL charges affect delivery of planned housing provision?y of planned housing provision?y of planned housing provision?y of planned housing provision?    

 
 

4.16 Tables A, B and C in Appendix 4 of this statement out the maximum headroom 
available for both notional and site specific schemes, taking into account deductions 
for site specific infrastructure and affordable housing. When compared to the 
proposed CIL charge for the corresponding area it is clear that there remains a 
significant headroom  or viability “buffer” (providing reassurance to the development 
industry), providing for a competitive return to a willing landowner and developer to 
enable the development to be deliverable (paragraph 173) NPPF.  
 

4.17 The Councils’ latest housing trajectories are included in each authorities published 
Annual Monitoring Reports, and are attached to this statement (Figures 2 and 3 in 
Appendix 4). The Councils have undertaken robust viability assessments to 
determine that the sites in CIL charging areas are viable and have sufficient 
headroom in order to justify CIL charging. Approximately 31% of dwellings in 
Newcastle’s Trajectory and 22% in Gateshead’s will be charged CIL. The Councils 
are confident that CIL charging will not affect the delivery of these sites, impact on 
the housing trajectory or put the implementation of the Plan at serious risk 
(paragraph 174.) NPPF. 
 

4.18 On the basis of the viability appraisal evidence set out in support of CIL, including 
the scope and headroom available for charging in in Zones A and B, the Councils 
believe that CIL will not affect the delivery of planned housing provision in the area.  . 
Furthermore, the Councils’ consider the focus on infrastructure and mitigations costs 



    

 
 

within the viability testing strikes the appropriate balance between additional 
investment to support the development ( as indicated in Issue 2) and testing the 
potential effect on the viability of development (CIL Regulation 14 ).



    
 

 
 

 

Issue 5 Issue 5 Issue 5 Issue 5 ----    Commercial development (general): Are the Charging Commercial development (general): Are the Charging Commercial development (general): Are the Charging Commercial development (general): Are the Charging 
Schedules supported by appropriate evidence on commercial Schedules supported by appropriate evidence on commercial Schedules supported by appropriate evidence on commercial Schedules supported by appropriate evidence on commercial 
threshold valuesthreshold valuesthreshold valuesthreshold values????        
 

a)a)a)a) What evidence has been used to inform the commercial threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the commercial threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the commercial threshold values and the What evidence has been used to inform the commercial threshold values and the 
zones identified in tzones identified in tzones identified in tzones identified in the he he he Value Zone mapsValue Zone mapsValue Zone mapsValue Zone maps    (as set out in the Annex Update (as set out in the Annex Update (as set out in the Annex Update (as set out in the Annex Update ––––    PO4)?PO4)?PO4)?PO4)?        

 
5.1 The Councils’ have set out the methodology for deriving threshold land values that 

provides for a competitive return to a willing land owner and willing developer and 
enable development to be deliverable (Paragraph 173. NPPF). The threshold values 
derived (P04 Table F.2, page 25) reflect the “existing use value plus” approach 
advocated in the Harman guidance and tested against publically available 
transaction data and information from other authority areas (P04, page 6, section 3. 
and page 24 section F).  
 

5.2 The driver behind the Value Zone maps is the house prices data. The Value Zone 
maps and threshold values were first derived in 2012 to inform the preparation of 
initial work on CIL and the Plan as joint methodology for both authorities. The Value 
Zone maps were informed by house prices, results of appraisal and the nature of the 
geographic area, using physical boundaries where possible. The Gateshead Council 
and Newcastle City Council CIL Viability Assessment Stage 1 Report (April 2012) 
(PDCS1-6) refers to the list of appropriate evidence in paragraph 1.8 (page 4) and at 
paragraphs 2.38- 2.58 (pages 18-21) incudes specific reference to the average land 
values in the VOA Property Market report (2011). 
 

5.3 Appropriate evidence includes identified policy costs, DCLG Land value Estimates 
for Policy Appraisal (February 2015), Land Registry transaction data and regional 
threshold values adopted in the NE (P04). Commercial Values have been derived 
from local property market capital value and yield data; publically available 
commercial sales data; Council transactional data together with analysis of Land 
Registry transactions (see G.4-G.5) pages 29-30; Appendix 6, pages 85-113; 
Appendix 7, pages116-130 (P04).  
 

5.4 Additionally, engagement with stakeholders and consultation responses have helped 
to shape the appropriate evidence on threshold values and Value Zones. 

 

b)b)b)b) What are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘nonWhat are the definitions of ‘urban’ and ‘non----urban’? urban’? urban’? urban’?     
 
5.5 The ‘non-urban’ is defined as land within the Green Belt (as defined in the Newcastle 

upon Tyne UDP (1998), and Gateshead UDP (2007)). This definition has been used 
to ensure the appropriate threshold value is used in the appraisals for the strategic 
allocation sites, and land released/added to the Green Belt in the Plan (2015) (See 
Maps 1&2), where there is an uplift in value from agricultural use to the tested 
development categories. 
 

5.6 ‘Urban’ is land outwith the defined Green Belt boundaries in the Newcastle upon 
Tyne UDP (1998), and Gateshead UDP (2007). 



    

 
 

 

c)c)c)c) What are the reasons for the differences between the Commercial Value Zones What are the reasons for the differences between the Commercial Value Zones What are the reasons for the differences between the Commercial Value Zones What are the reasons for the differences between the Commercial Value Zones 
(as identified in the Annex Update) and the Commercial Charging Zones in the (as identified in the Annex Update) and the Commercial Charging Zones in the (as identified in the Annex Update) and the Commercial Charging Zones in the (as identified in the Annex Update) and the Commercial Charging Zones in the 
Charging Schedule?  Charging Schedule?  Charging Schedule?  Charging Schedule?      

 
5.7 The zones were established by reference to end property values. These are 

consistent across the five zones as set out in Figures 1.1h and 1.1k of the Annex 
Update (see pages 64 and 67, Annex Update (P04)).    
 

5.8 Mapped on the Figures are non-urban areas and non-urban High Value areas added 
to/deleted from the Green Belt through the adoption of the Plan (see Maps1&2). 
These are shown by black hatching. Also shown on figure 1.1h in Newcastle is the 
Newcastle Central Area.  
 

5.9 The ability to sustain headroom to justify a CIL charge is the function between the 
residual value of the development and the threshold land value .Accordingly the only 
areas and typologies that are able to sustain a CIL charge are those set out in the 
DCS charging zones. The commercial position is much more complicated than the 
residential picture due to the differing development categories uses being an 
additional variable to the threshold value. The Charging Zone maps are the result of 
detailed appraisal work (utilising commercial market intelligence where available and 
threshold land values) to determine the viability of levying a charge in the various 
value zones. This doesn’t necessarily result in the highest charge being levied in the 
highest value area. 
 

5.10 The High Value Zone corresponds to Zone 2 in Newcastle with the exception of the 
following variances as indicated on Map 1 in Appendix 5 of this statement: 

• Area of interest 1 (Green Belt : Golf course, Gosforth) - excluded from Zone 
charging zone given that there is no Plan allocations or developer interest in this 
area; 

• Area of interest 2 (Town Moor) - excluded due to legislative restrictions under the 
Newcastle Upon Tyne Moor Act 1988. In essence this means that the Town Moor 
must be maintained as open space in the interests of the city for the enjoyment of 
the public; and 

• Area of interest 3 (Whitton Way) - This is an established residential area and was 
included in the High Value Zone in a cartographical error, however the charging 
Zone 2 boundary is accurate and follows the same boundary as the residential 
Zone B. 

  



    

 
 

5.11 The High Value Zone corresponds to Zone 2 in Gateshead with the exception of the 
following variances as indicated on Map 2 in Appendix 5 of this statement: 

• Area of Interest 1 (Gateshead Quays) – is recognised as an area of potentially 
high value, however the constraints of this location in terms of topography, 
contamination and proximity to major development all add to the cost of 
development and in the initial phases public intervention will be required as set 
out in the commentary in the Annex Update (PO4) (pages 50-52) and Gateshead 
Quays Soft Market Test (GS08); and 

• Area of Interest 2 (Follingsby) – an existing industrial location where there is 
potential for growth but for industrial purposes. The viability evidence 
demonstrates a lack of viability (Annex Update (PO4) (Appendix 8, page 255). 

 

d)d)d)d) What account has been taken of the location of local Universities in deriving the What account has been taken of the location of local Universities in deriving the What account has been taken of the location of local Universities in deriving the What account has been taken of the location of local Universities in deriving the 
boundaries of the Commercial Value Zones and/or the Commercial Charging boundaries of the Commercial Value Zones and/or the Commercial Charging boundaries of the Commercial Value Zones and/or the Commercial Charging boundaries of the Commercial Value Zones and/or the Commercial Charging 
Zones? Zones? Zones? Zones?     

 
5.12 The methodology for deriving the Commercial Value Zones (Profile Areas) is based 

on appropriate available evidence. The market area for commercial development 
uses has helped to shape the appropriate value boundaries, however, the location of 
the local universities has not been a contributing factor.  



    
 

 
 

 

Issue 6 Issue 6 Issue 6 Issue 6 ----    Shared/student accommodation rates: Are the Charging Shared/student accommodation rates: Are the Charging Shared/student accommodation rates: Are the Charging Shared/student accommodation rates: Are the Charging 
Schedules supported by appropriate available evidence on viability? Schedules supported by appropriate available evidence on viability? Schedules supported by appropriate available evidence on viability? Schedules supported by appropriate available evidence on viability? 
Are the proposed charging rates informed by and consistent with the Are the proposed charging rates informed by and consistent with the Are the proposed charging rates informed by and consistent with the Are the proposed charging rates informed by and consistent with the 
evidence? Would the proposed charging rates put the delivevidence? Would the proposed charging rates put the delivevidence? Would the proposed charging rates put the delivevidence? Would the proposed charging rates put the delivery of ery of ery of ery of 
shared/student accommodation at risk?shared/student accommodation at risk?shared/student accommodation at risk?shared/student accommodation at risk?    
 

a)a)a)a) Is shared/student accommodation clearly defined in the Newcastle Charging Is shared/student accommodation clearly defined in the Newcastle Charging Is shared/student accommodation clearly defined in the Newcastle Charging Is shared/student accommodation clearly defined in the Newcastle Charging 
Schedule? What type of nonSchedule? What type of nonSchedule? What type of nonSchedule? What type of non----student shared accommodation is intended to be student shared accommodation is intended to be student shared accommodation is intended to be student shared accommodation is intended to be 
captured? captured? captured? captured?     

 
6.1 Purpose built student accommodation is provided within a building with shared 

communal facilities and thus the description relates to ‘shared/student 
accommodation’ The DCS (incorporating modifications) includes use classes order 
(C3, C4, Sui Generis) to aid clarity as student accommodation can fall within a 
number of use classes.  The City Council has experienced significant development 
of student accommodation of a number of years and the identified schemes tested 
reflect the typical type of schemes that are being submitted as planning applications 
and completed. The definition shared/ student accommodation relates solely to 
accommodation occupied by students and is not intended to capture other forms of 
shared accommodation.  
 

b)b)b)b) Do the tested typologies adeDo the tested typologies adeDo the tested typologies adeDo the tested typologies adequately reflect the form and type of shared/student quately reflect the form and type of shared/student quately reflect the form and type of shared/student quately reflect the form and type of shared/student 
accommodation likely to come forward over the Plan period? accommodation likely to come forward over the Plan period? accommodation likely to come forward over the Plan period? accommodation likely to come forward over the Plan period?     

 
6.2 Table G.4), page 29 of the Viability Update (P04) sets out floorspace, site 

coverage/size and rooms for the notional tested shared/student scheme tested. 
Shared student accommodation – floorspace GIA 16,266 sqm/ site coverage 400%, 
site size 0.41 ha./ 530 rooms. 
 

6.3 A review of shared student accommodation was undertaken after receipt of 
representations at DCS consultation with the results included in Appendix 11 of the 
Viability Update. The review included further notional schemes, they included: 
 

Stage Scheme 
Tested 

Base Floorspace (GIA) 
(Sqm) 

Net Site Area 
(ha.) 

Studio 
Rooms 

Cluster 
Rooms 

PDCS/ DCS 4Q14 16,266 0.41 530 
PDCS/ DCS 4Q15 16,266 0.45 173 368 
Modification 4Q15 3,600 0.15 104 104 
Modification 4Q15 5,073 0.09 12 160 

 Table 3 Notional Schemes 

6.4 Table 1 in Appendix 6 of this statement indicates key data on schemes approved 
since 2010 and the corresponding numbers are mapped to indicate the locations 
(Map 1). Note all the data entries lie within Newcastle Central Area. You will note the 
variation in bedspaces and type of accommodation with an average of 220 rooms 
and 3,745 floorspace. 
 



    

 
 

c)c)c)c) Have reasonable assumpHave reasonable assumpHave reasonable assumpHave reasonable assumptions been made in relation to factors affecting tions been made in relation to factors affecting tions been made in relation to factors affecting tions been made in relation to factors affecting 
viability of shared/student accommodation development and up to date viability of shared/student accommodation development and up to date viability of shared/student accommodation development and up to date viability of shared/student accommodation development and up to date 
evidence used?evidence used?evidence used?evidence used?    

 
Including: 
 
• Rental income and yields 
 

6.5 Table G.5), page 30 of the Viability Annex (P04) sets out the assumed rental values 
and yields data for student housing across the Value Zones which is reflected in the 
shared accommodation appraisal on page 251 (Appendix 8).  Appendix 11 of the 
Viability Annex included a review of some of the viability assumptions including 
rental levels in response to representations. The alternative more up to date rental 
assumptions are stated in the appraisals 2.1-2.4 (pages 278-281). 
 
• Build costs 
 

6.6 The build cost for the appraisal in Appendix 8 (page 251) adopts BCIS 4Q14 at 
£1,269 p sqm.  Additional updated appraisals tested the 4Q14 costs and values 
using 4Q15 BCIS information £1,518 p sqm (see pages 278-281, Viability Annex 
(P04)). 
 
• Residual S.106 costings 

 
6.7 The Background Paper appendices contains data regarding past permissions and 

s106 costs. These costs largely relate to past developer contribution models. A CIL 
compliant Planning Obligations SPD (NP09) was adopted in January 2016 replaces 
the former models. On the review of student accommodation at modifications stage 
an average non CIL cost of £2,000 per scheme was derived for site specific costs 
primarily to cover the eventuality of the need for parking controls(see page 12, 
(NPO9) ) and deducted from the headroom (see page 273, Viability Annex (P04)). 
 
• Profit levels  
 

6.8 Profit level assumption is 15% on costs (see Table H.2) (P04)). 
 

d)d)d)d) Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for shared/student Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for shared/student Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for shared/student Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for shared/student 
accommodation development, and the geographical charging zones, justified accommodation development, and the geographical charging zones, justified accommodation development, and the geographical charging zones, justified accommodation development, and the geographical charging zones, justified 
by the viability evidence and reasonable?by the viability evidence and reasonable?by the viability evidence and reasonable?by the viability evidence and reasonable?    

 
6.9 Yes, the Background Paper (P01) introduces the proposed student accommodation 

rate (page 39) and addresses the impact of CIL charges on future delivery (pages 
41-42). The Viability Update (P04) includes a summary of the generic appraisal 
results across the Value Zones with is supported by appraisals at Appendix 8 and is 
supplemented by additional narrative and appraisals at Appendix 11. Policy costs 
are deducted from the headroom in Appendix 11. The proposed rates also allow for 
required costs and a competitive return to a willing land owner and willing developer 
to enable the development to be deliverable and have been tested to demonstrate 
that a CIL charge would represent a reasonable proportion of scheme Gross 



    

 
 

Development Value and Residual Value. As such the analysis indicates that it will 
not put future development at risk in the areas to which it is to be applied. 
 

6.10 The demand for student places at both Newcastle universities continues to be strong 
this demand has put pressure on existing student accommodation stock, much of 
which was old and as such did not meet students expectations in terms of build 
quality, location and facilities. Developers identified this shortfall and have entered 
the market in Newcastle to satisfy this latent demand. It is seen by developers to be 
such an active and profitable market student housing is now one of the main major 
development types under construction in Newcastle Central Area, and this activity is 
reflected.  
 

6.11 The same cannot be said for Gateshead: although sites in the Gateshead Central 
Area are less than one mile from the campuses of both Universities, and as such 
closer than some of the sites currently being developed, this is not recognised. The 
presence of the river is also seen as barrier. As Gateshead is not seen as a 
recognised location there has been no appetite from developers to bring forward 
student schemes on the basis that there would be little or no demand and as such 
not viable. 
 

6.12 This opinion is supported by the fact that the only completed scheme is that forming 
part of the Trinity Square retail led mixed use development which was completed in 
2014.  The developer, Spenhill, was not prepared to undertake this element of the 
scheme speculatively and only proceeded once the University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle took a lease. The University itself had reservations as to whether or not 
the location of the accommodation would appeal to students and only entered into 
the lease once it had an agreement of support from Gateshead Council. 
 

6.13 A new scheme has recently secured planning permission within Gateshead Quays 
on Mill Road. It is a scheme of 265 units over 14 floors. It is to be developed by 
Daisy Developments. It is a speculative scheme with the developer looking to fund 
the scheme through the sale of individual units to investors. This funding model is 
not prevalent in the area and as such there is still some uncertainty as to whether or 
not scheme will progress to completion. 
 

6.14 Table 3 in Appendix 6 of this statement demonstrates the lack of headroom and 
viability to levy a charge for student accommodation in Gateshead’s Central Area. 
Any proposal to levy such a charge could have a detrimental effect putting any future 
potential to bring forward such development at risk. (See pages 39-40 of the 
Background Paper (P01)).  
 

     



    

 
 

e)e)e)e) What are the overall viability buffers associated with shared/ student What are the overall viability buffers associated with shared/ student What are the overall viability buffers associated with shared/ student What are the overall viability buffers associated with shared/ student 
accommodation? (where the bufaccommodation? (where the bufaccommodation? (where the bufaccommodation? (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the fer is measured as the difference between the fer is measured as the difference between the fer is measured as the difference between the 
maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in 
percentage terms percentage terms percentage terms percentage terms ––––    see the equation below) 100 see the equation below) 100 see the equation below) 100 see the equation below) 100 ––––    (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum (proposed CIL rate/maximum 
CIL rate x 100) = buffer % CIL rate x 100) = buffer % CIL rate x 100) = buffer % CIL rate x 100) = buffer %     

 
6.15 The data has been derived as per the formula provided in Appendix 6 Table 2. 

f)f)f)f) Would the proposed shared/student accommodation CIL charge affect the Would the proposed shared/student accommodation CIL charge affect the Would the proposed shared/student accommodation CIL charge affect the Would the proposed shared/student accommodation CIL charge affect the 
delivery of such development in Newcastle?delivery of such development in Newcastle?delivery of such development in Newcastle?delivery of such development in Newcastle?        

 
6.16 No, the economic appraisals and analysis of policy costs indicates there is sufficient 

headroom to justify a reasonable CIL rate for shared student accommodation. There 
are no identified student accommodation plan allocations sites, except where student 
accommodation would be a suitable use within a mixed use site (see CSUCP, Site 
Policies C2 & NC2) and the viability buffer data indicates anticipated 60-73% viability 
cushion in Newcastle Central Area and Newcastle Zone 2. 



    
 

 
 

 

IIIIssue 7 ssue 7 ssue 7 ssue 7 ----    Hotel rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Hotel rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Hotel rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Hotel rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by 
appropriate available evidence onappropriate available evidence onappropriate available evidence onappropriate available evidence on    viability?  Are the proposed charging viability?  Are the proposed charging viability?  Are the proposed charging viability?  Are the proposed charging 
rates informed by and consistent with the evidence?  Would the rates informed by and consistent with the evidence?  Would the rates informed by and consistent with the evidence?  Would the rates informed by and consistent with the evidence?  Would the 
charging rates put the delivery of hotel development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of hotel development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of hotel development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of hotel development in the area at risk?    
 

a)a)a)a) Do the tested hotel typologies reflect the types of schemesDo the tested hotel typologies reflect the types of schemesDo the tested hotel typologies reflect the types of schemesDo the tested hotel typologies reflect the types of schemes    likely to come likely to come likely to come likely to come 
forward in the Charging Areas? forward in the Charging Areas? forward in the Charging Areas? forward in the Charging Areas?     

    
7.1 As set out in the Viability and Deliverability Report - Annex Update (PO4) (Table G.3, 

page 29 & Appendix 8, page 255) the hotel typologies tested are: 
 

o Out of centre, 3,600sqm (gia), 72% site coverage, 0.5ha site size, 120 rooms; 

o City centre, 8,000sqm (gia), 200% site coverage, 0.4ha site size, 180 rooms 
 

7.2 Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix 7 of this statement set out recent planning permissions 
in Newcastle and Gateshead for hotel use. These are predominantly within 
Gateshead’s and Newcastle’s Urban Core, with a proportion reflecting the city centre 
hotel typology characteristics. Within the High Value Zone, a number of hotels have 
been built with a recent extension to the Newcastle Airport hotel. Of the approved 
schemes in Newcastle listed in Appendix 7 there is an average of 102 rooms and 
3,920 floorspace. However, the recent schemes predominantly relate to conversions 
rather than new build (see also maps 1 and 2).  
 

b)b)b)b) Have reasonable assumptions been made in relationHave reasonable assumptions been made in relationHave reasonable assumptions been made in relationHave reasonable assumptions been made in relation    to factors affecting to factors affecting to factors affecting to factors affecting 
viability of hotel development and up to date evidence used?viability of hotel development and up to date evidence used?viability of hotel development and up to date evidence used?viability of hotel development and up to date evidence used?    Including:Including:Including:Including:    

Rental income and yieldsRental income and yieldsRental income and yieldsRental income and yields    

Build costsBuild costsBuild costsBuild costs    

Residual S.106 costingsResidual S.106 costingsResidual S.106 costingsResidual S.106 costings    

Profit levelsProfit levelsProfit levelsProfit levels    
 
7.3 The Councils have used what they consider to be reasonable assumptions, as set 

out in the Viability and Deliverability Report (February 2014) (PO3) and Annex 
Update (February 2016) (PO4), to test the viability of hotel development. During the 
main stages in the CIL preparation process, including a consultation questionnaire 
on the viability assumptions for both the Local Plan and CIL, neither authority 
received any representations which questioned the approach to the testing of hotel 
development specifically.  
 

  



    

 
 

Rental income, yields and Build costs 
 
7.4 The Annex Update (PO4) document sets out the relevant assumptions, including 

where required adjustments to take account of BCIS quarter 4 2014 information on 
values, yields and build costs (see tables G.4, G.5, H and H.1 pages 29-33).  
 
Residual S.106 costings 

 
7.5 Given the non-site specific nature of the approach to hotels for the purpose of CIL, it 

is not possible to estimate the cost of residual section 106 or direct site works.  
 
Profit levels 

 
7.6 The assumed developer profit level has remained unchanged at 20% of GDV. 

 

c)c)c)c) Are the proposed £40 psm and nil CIL charging rates for hotel development and Are the proposed £40 psm and nil CIL charging rates for hotel development and Are the proposed £40 psm and nil CIL charging rates for hotel development and Are the proposed £40 psm and nil CIL charging rates for hotel development and 
the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  the geographical zones justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?      

    
7.7 The proposed £40 psm and nil CIL charge for hotel development and the 

geographical zones, is justified by the viability evidence and is considered 
reasonable. As set out in the hotel appraisal summary in the Annex Update (PO4) 
(Page 47, Appendix 8, page 255) there is sufficient headroom in the high value area 
to justify levying a CIL charge. 
 

7.8 The Councils are thus proposing to charge £40 psm in Zone 2, and a nil charge in 
zones 1 and 3 (GP01, NP01). 
 
Newcastle Central Area 

 
7.9 The appraisal work shows a negligible residual value in a city centre location and 

any CIL charge would exacerbate this problem. This is due to the prohibitive cost of 
development in a city centre location.  

 
Gateshead Central Area (high/mid) 

 
7.10 Land in Gateshead’s Central Area, including Gateshead Quays,  is affected by 

significant land assembly costs, contamination and proximity to major development, 
where available market evidence shows a lack of development viability (Annex 
Update (PO4) (pages 50-52); Gateshead Quays Soft Market Test, June 2014 
(GS08)).  
 

  



    

 
 

7.11 Of recent hotel development in this area only 1 has progressed successfully and 
without public sector intervention. That is the Jury’s Inn Hotel (DC/08/01922/FUL): 
 

• The Hilton Hotel was developed by Collingwood Developments on the basis of a 
turn-key operation. (The developer would build and fit out the accommodation 
including all equipment to operate the development as a hotel). The scheme was 
completed with the hotel opening on time however the scheme was not a 
success for the developer with Collingwood being put into receivership by its 
creditors.  

• The Accor scheme was only progressed through the intervention of Priory Sites 
which was a joint venture company between English Estate and Royal Bank of 
Scotland. The company was created to provide gap funding to stimulate 
development in former industrial areas. Priority Sites secured planning 
permission for a mixed scheme of office and hotel but only the hotel subsequently 
came forward (DC/08/01288/FUL).  

 
7.12 The outcome of previous hotel schemes in terms of viability supports the opinion set 

out in the Viability and Delivery report that charging a CIL levy within Gateshead 
Central Area would put potential future hotel development at risk. 

    
Zone 2  
 

7.13 The cost/sq m of bringing forward a hotel in Zone 2 is significantly lower than Zone 1, 
whilst rates remain strong and there is sufficient headroom to support a CIL rate of 
£40/sq m. In Gateshead and Newcastle this area has already been the focus of hotel 
development with proximity to major arterial routes and other established commercial 
uses thus generating multiple visits (e.g. Gateshead - retail and leisure uses at 
Metrocentre and commercial and retail uses at Team Valley, and in Newcastle - 
retail uses at Kingston Park and Newcastle airport). Within these locations there is 
the potential for further development which can be delivered at a cost and a value 
that can support the CIL levy.  

 
Zone 3  
 

7.14 In zone 3 build costs are the same as zone 2 but the revenues result in a negative 
residual value, as set out in the evidence.  

 
     



    

 
 

d)d)d)d) What is the overall viability buffer associated with What is the overall viability buffer associated with What is the overall viability buffer associated with What is the overall viability buffer associated with hotel development?  (where hotel development?  (where hotel development?  (where hotel development?  (where 
the buffer is measured as the difference between the maximum CIL rate psm the buffer is measured as the difference between the maximum CIL rate psm the buffer is measured as the difference between the maximum CIL rate psm the buffer is measured as the difference between the maximum CIL rate psm 
that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in percentage terms that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in percentage terms that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in percentage terms that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in percentage terms ––––    see see see see 
the equation below).the equation below).the equation below).the equation below).    

    
100100100100 ----    (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %%%%    

    
7.15 Table 3 in Appendix 7 of this statement identifies that in Zone 2 there is a 79% 

viability buffer further to the proposed CIL rate of £40/sqm for hotel development.  
 

e)e)e)e) Would the proposed hotel CIL charge affect the delivery of hotel development in Would the proposed hotel CIL charge affect the delivery of hotel development in Would the proposed hotel CIL charge affect the delivery of hotel development in Would the proposed hotel CIL charge affect the delivery of hotel development in 
the Chthe Chthe Chthe Charging Areas?   arging Areas?   arging Areas?   arging Areas?       

 
7.16 The proposed hotel CIL charge will not affect the delivery of hotel development in the 

charging area. In accordance with the NPPF, the viability buffer referred to above 
ensures the provision of a competitive return to a willing landowner and a willing 
developer to enable the development to be deliverable (paragraph 173). The 
Councils are therefore confident that the proposed rate strikes the correct balance in 
terms of the impact on viability and the desirability of funding infrastructure, and will 
not put the delivery of the plan at serious risk.  
 

7.17 Within the proposed charging zone for hotels (Zone 2), where there is sufficient 
viability to charge, there are no sites allocated for hotel use specifically, with 
provision likely to come forward as part of mixed-use commercial development.  

 
 



    
 

 
 

Issue 8 Issue 8 Issue 8 Issue 8 ----    Retail rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Retail rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Retail rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by Retail rates:  Are the Charging Schedules supported by 
appropriate available evidence on viability?  Are the proposed charging appropriate available evidence on viability?  Are the proposed charging appropriate available evidence on viability?  Are the proposed charging appropriate available evidence on viability?  Are the proposed charging 
rates informed by and consistent with rates informed by and consistent with rates informed by and consistent with rates informed by and consistent with the evidence?  Would the the evidence?  Would the the evidence?  Would the the evidence?  Would the 
charging rates put the delivery of retail development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of retail development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of retail development in the area at risk?charging rates put the delivery of retail development in the area at risk?    
  

a)a)a)a) Are the definitions of ‘supermarkets’, ‘small retail units’ andAre the definitions of ‘supermarkets’, ‘small retail units’ andAre the definitions of ‘supermarkets’, ‘small retail units’ andAre the definitions of ‘supermarkets’, ‘small retail units’ and    ‘retail ‘retail ‘retail ‘retail 
warehousing’ in the Charging Schedule clear and robust? warehousing’ in the Charging Schedule clear and robust? warehousing’ in the Charging Schedule clear and robust? warehousing’ in the Charging Schedule clear and robust?     

 
8.1 Yes the definitions of small retail units, supermarkets and retail warehousing are 

considered clear and robust – both authorities have included definitions of 
supermarkets and retail warehousing as a footnote to the draft charging schedules 
(GP01, NP01). Further clarification on the definition and nature of small retail units is 
provided in the Background Paper (PO1, page 38), which states that small retail 
stores (under 280 sq m) are not restricted by Sunday Trading Laws and tend to 
operate with a local footfall and with less associated car parking. Over this size 
threshold, retail stores are chargeable for supermarket and retail warehouse 
categories. 

b)b)b)b) Do the tested retail typologies reflect the types, densities and sizes of schemes Do the tested retail typologies reflect the types, densities and sizes of schemes Do the tested retail typologies reflect the types, densities and sizes of schemes Do the tested retail typologies reflect the types, densities and sizes of schemes 
likely to come forward?  likely to come forward?  likely to come forward?  likely to come forward?      

 
8.2 The typologies that have been tested include:- 

 

• Small A1 retail, 279sqm, 90% site coverage, 0.03ha; 

• Supermarket (discount), 1510sqm, 20% site coverage, 0.76ha; 

• Supermarket, 5,000sqm, 25% site coverage, 2ha; and 

• A1 retail warehouse, 1,000sqm, 43% site coverage, 0.30ha.  
 
8.3 Appendix 8 of this statement sets out recent approved retail schemes from each 

authority (see tables 1 and 2, and maps 1 and 2). These reflect the types of scheme 
which have come forward and which are likely to come forward across the area, 
including a number of food stores across the profile areas (see Gateshead table 1 
entry 2,4,11, 12 and 13, and Newcastle table 2 entry 19 and 26); small scale retail 
development within centres and in other locations (see Gateshead table 1 entry 2, 3 
and 10); and a small number of proposals for retail warehouse development (see 
Gateshead table entry 9 and, 11).  In Newcastle a large supermarket and a retail 
warehouse unit were approved in 2011 (see Background Paper (PO2) 5.1.3 page 
49).  
 
What testing has been carried out on large scale comparison A1 retail development 
(>280 sqm)?  
 

  



    

 
 

8.4 A notional large scale retail warehouse scheme (1250 sq m gross internal area) was 
tested for viability for the preparation of the Plan and the initial CIL DCS in 2012 (see 
figure 6, pages 9 & 24, PDCS1- 6). The results of the testing indicated a positive 
headroom in the urban and non urban commercial High and Medium value zones. In 
2013 the Councils’ consulted on the Viability and Deliverability Report as part of the 
Plan evidence (see Submission Update, February 2014 (P01)). An additional City 
Centre comparison retail scheme (11, 000 sq m GIA) was identified for testing in 
response to stakeholder discussion with Intu Properties Plc (page 89-93) and this 
resulted in a positive residual value but only as part of a mixed use scheme 
(residential/ retail/office). This was identified as supporting evidence to the allocation 
of East Pilgrim Street (Policy NC2) in the City Centre.  
 

8.5 Section 4.5 (page 47-48, P04) clarifies the approach taken to large sale comparison 
A1 retail in the CIL DCS with a review of the area specific constraints in the 
Newcastle Central Area and resulting evidence suggesting that a CIL charge would 
threaten delivery. In Appendix 8 of the Viability Annex (page 257, (P04)) small scale 
retail scheme generates a negative residual value in the Newcastle Central Area and 
the narrative on page 50 supports this. Gateshead Central Area approach to retail 
testing is also identified in section 4.5 (pages 50-52) and reference to concerns 
around the extent of the vacancy levels in the Primary Shopping Area (29% in newly 
provide Trinity Square). 
 

c)c)c)c) Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to factors affecting Have reasonable assumptions been made in relation to factors affecting 
viability of retail development and up to date evidence used?viability of retail development and up to date evidence used?viability of retail development and up to date evidence used?viability of retail development and up to date evidence used?    

Including:Including:Including:Including:    

• Rental Rental Rental Rental income and yieldsincome and yieldsincome and yieldsincome and yields    

• Build costsBuild costsBuild costsBuild costs    

• Residual S.106 costsResidual S.106 costsResidual S.106 costsResidual S.106 costs    

• City Centre abnormalsCity Centre abnormalsCity Centre abnormalsCity Centre abnormals    

• Profit levelsProfit levelsProfit levelsProfit levels 
 

8.6 Yes the Councils’ believe that evidence and assumptions incorporated into the 
viability appraisals of retail development are reasonable and up to date, and this is 
set out in the Viability and Deliverability Report Annex Update (2016) (PO4) (page 
27-36): 

 
Rental income and yields 
 

8.7 The latest evidence includes updated values and yields for the retail schemes tested.  
The February 2016 modifications included an adjustment to the supermarket yields 
across the 4 value zones as it was considered these would not be a constant and 
lower yields could be achieved in the higher value zones in this sector. 

 
Build costs 
 

8.8 The evidence has been updated to BCIS Quarter 4 2014.   



    

 
 

 
Residual S.106 costs 

 
8.9 Direct site specific works cannot be estimated for generic commercial schemes given 

that is will differ from site to site.  
 

City Centre abnormals 
 

8.10 In accordance with the NPPF (para 173) viability testing should take account of the 
normal costs of development and mitigation - the Councils have erred on the side of 
caution and have added in a 5% abnormal figure and an additional 5% allowance for 
City Centre sites. This is to reflect the challenges and hurdles to development in the 
city centre including listed buildings, high density/ mixed uses, complex ownership 
patterns, potential oversailing issues, rights to light, and legal restrictions. 

 
Profit levels 

 
8.11 Developer profit has remained unchanged at 20% of cost. 

 

d)d)d)d) Are the proposed £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for small retail Are the proposed £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for small retail Are the proposed £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for small retail Are the proposed £30 psm and nil CIL charging rates for small retail 
development, and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and development, and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and development, and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and development, and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and 
reasonable?   reasonable?   reasonable?   reasonable?       

 
8.12 Yes the proposed £30 psm and nil CIL charge for small retail development and the 

geographical zones, is justified by the viability evidence and is considered 
reasonable. The Councils are proposing to charge £30 psm in Zone 2, and a nil 
charge in zones 1 and 3 (GP01, NP01).  
 

8.13 This approach reflects the viability evidence as set out in Viability and Deliverability 
Report - Annex Update (PO4) (Appendix 8, page 257). with exception of the 
following locations which, despite being in the high value area, are excluded from the 
charging zone 2: 
 

• Gateshead Quays – is recognised as an area of potentially high value, however 
the constraints of this location in terms of topography, contamination and 
proximity to major development all add to the cost of development and in the 
initial phases public intervention will be required as set out in the commentary in 
the Annex Update (PO4) (pages 50-52) and Gateshead Quays Soft Market Test 
(GS08); 

• Follingsby – an existing industrial location where there is potential for growth but 
for industrial purposes. The viability evidence demonstrates a lack of viability 
(Annex Update (PO4) (Appendix 8, page 255). 

 
8.14 The approach is considered to strike a balance that does not put at risk the viability 

of new development, and in the low and medium value zones charging at a £0 rate 
will not threaten the vitality and viability of existing local and district centres (see 
Background Paper (PO1) page 38). 

 
     



    

 
 

e)e)e)e) Is the proposed £10 psm CIL charging rate for supermarket development Is the proposed £10 psm CIL charging rate for supermarket development Is the proposed £10 psm CIL charging rate for supermarket development Is the proposed £10 psm CIL charging rate for supermarket development 
justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?      

 
8.15 The proposed £10 psm for supermarket development is justified by the viability 

evidence and is reasonable. The Councils have taken a pragmatic approach in 
reducing the level of the proposed charge for supermarket development, which was 
previously set at £30 psm at PDCS2 and DCS stage. As set out in the Viability and 
Deliverability Report - Annex Update (PO4) (Appendix 11) the Councils have 
reviewed the viability evidence relating to supermarkets, taking into account the 
changing pattern and format of development that has occurred in Gateshead and 
Newcastle in the last few years. This includes new build discount supermarkets 
coming forward in low value areas and some of the leading operators opening 
smaller format convenience stores in the city centre and high value areas, most of 
which are conversions rather than new build (see Background Paper (PO1), page 
36). 
 

8.16 Further to additional modelling and sensitivity testing, including adjustments to yields 
and profit margins where appropriate and analysing current trends in supermarket 
transactions, the Councils have reduced the charge to £10 psm authority wide taking 
a cautious approach  
 

f)f)f)f) Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for retail warehousing, Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for retail warehousing, Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for retail warehousing, Are the proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charging rates for retail warehousing, 
and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?  and the geographical zones, justified by the viability evidence and reasonable?      

 
8.17 The proposed £50 psm and nil CIL charge for retail warehousing, and the 

geographical zones, is justified by the viability evidence and is reasonable (see 
Background Paper (PO1), page 36). As set out in the Viability and Deliverability 
Report - Annex Update (PO4) (page 47) there is headroom across the profile areas 
with the exception of the Newcastle Central Area, and for Gateshead the Central 
Area and Follingsby where there is evidence of major constraints limiting viability 
(see response under d) above. 

 

g)g)g)g) WWWWhat are the viability buffers associated with different forms of retail hat are the viability buffers associated with different forms of retail hat are the viability buffers associated with different forms of retail hat are the viability buffers associated with different forms of retail 
development?  (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the development?  (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the development?  (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the development?  (where the buffer is measured as the difference between the 
maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in maximum CIL rate psm that could be levied, and the proposed CIL rate psm, in 
percentage terms percentage terms percentage terms percentage terms ––––    see equation bsee equation bsee equation bsee equation below)elow)elow)elow)    

100 100 100 100 ----    (proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %(proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %(proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %(proposed CIL rate/maximum CIL rate x 100) = buffer %    
 

8.18 The Councils consider that the viability buffers (see below) are sufficient and will 
allow the proposed rates to be levied without affecting the delivery of these uses in 
Gateshead and Newcastle. Such rates would not put the delivery of the Plan at risk. 
 
Small retail – Zone 2 (92%). 
Supermarkets – Zone 1 (86%), Zone 2 (57%), Zone 3 (89%) 
Retail warehousing – Zone 2 (22%), Zone 3 (87%). 
 



    

 
 

h)h)h)h) Would the proposed CIL charges for small retail, superWould the proposed CIL charges for small retail, superWould the proposed CIL charges for small retail, superWould the proposed CIL charges for small retail, supermarkets and retail markets and retail markets and retail markets and retail 
warehousing affect the delivery of these uses in the Charging Areas? warehousing affect the delivery of these uses in the Charging Areas? warehousing affect the delivery of these uses in the Charging Areas? warehousing affect the delivery of these uses in the Charging Areas?     

 
8.19 Table 3 in Appendix 8 of this statement sets out the maximum headroom available 

for notional retail schemes across the profile areas. When compared to the proposed 
CIL charge for the corresponding area it is clear that there remains  significant 
headroom or viability “buffer” (providing reassurance to the development industry). 
This will ensure the provision of a competitive return to a willing landowner and 
developer to enable the development to be deliverable (paragraph 173) NPPF.  
Therefore the proposed charges for retail development will not affect delivery in the 
charging area.    



    
 

 
 

 

Issue 9 Issue 9 Issue 9 Issue 9 ----    Other ratesOther ratesOther ratesOther rates    
 

a)a)a)a) Are the proposed nil CIL charging Are the proposed nil CIL charging Are the proposed nil CIL charging Are the proposed nil CIL charging rates for ‘all other development’ justified by rates for ‘all other development’ justified by rates for ‘all other development’ justified by rates for ‘all other development’ justified by 
the evidence and reasonable?the evidence and reasonable?the evidence and reasonable?the evidence and reasonable?    

 
9.1 The viability evidence prepared by the Councils shows that it is not appropriate for 

CIL charges to be levied on the categories of development included in the all other 
development section of the Draft Charging Schedules (GC01/NP01) (taking into 
account an allowance for a sufficient viability buffer).  
 

9.2 The Council’s evidence to support the nil charge for the categories of development 
set out below is detailed in: 
 
o Background Paper (Feb 2016) (PO1) (page 38-42); 

o Background Paper appendices (Feb 2016) (PO2) (1.3 Table 2); 

o Viability and Deliverability Report - Annex Update (Feb 2016) (PO4) (4.4-4.5, 
Appendix 8); and 

o Newcastle Gateshead Viability Assessment Stage 1 (2012) (pages 23-24, 60, 90-
93). 
 

Offices 
    
9.3 The nil charge for offices is justified on the basis of the viability appraisal results 

which show negative headroom across all the profile areas, with the exception of the 
city centre where headroom is negligible. It is also further to stakeholder feedback on 
the need for caution to be reflected in the assessments undertaken, given the 
relatively weak market. Newcastle City Council also sought opinion from Cushman 
and Wakefield on the current office market demand/supply imbalance further to their 
experience in bringing forward major office schemes in the City Centre (Newcastle 
Central Area).    

    
Industrial 
 

9.4 Industrial uses have not been proposed for a CIL charge in the rates due to negative 
viability shown in the appraisal results across all the relevant profile areas.    

    
Extra Care Housing (C2) 
 

9.5 Accommodation developed for elderly persons, incorporating a nursing element, falls 
within the zero chargeable all other development category based on viability testing 
results showing marginal/negative headroom. 

    
  



    

 
 

Student Accommodation (Gateshead) 
(Refer to information set out under Issue 6) 
 

9.6 A CIL charge in the context of these categories of development would threaten future 
development and delivery of the Plan. In addition, there are other development types 
which would form part of this category (petrol filling stations, car sales and 
equestrian yards, for example) where there isn’t an anticipated level of development 
and where such uses are not central to the delivery of the Plan. It is not 
proportionate to test every conceivable type of development, and as set out in 
Planning Practice Guidance (ID 25 019 20140612) there is scope for pragmatism to 
avoid excessive detail, and to focus on sites and uses on which the Plan relies. 
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Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3                                Table 1Table 1Table 1Table 1    ----    Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council Gateshead Council and Newcastle City Council ----    Comparison of Residential Notional Schemes with Comparison of Residential Notional Schemes with Comparison of Residential Notional Schemes with Comparison of Residential Notional Schemes with 

Housing Monitoring DataHousing Monitoring DataHousing Monitoring DataHousing Monitoring Data    
 

 
Housing Monitoring Data of comparable schemes  

Notional Schemes (P04 Viability And Delivery 
Report) 

 Flats Houses Flats Houses 

 LPA 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5+ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5+ 

Scheme 
Type: A 
(1 unit) 

GC 7% 26% 4% 1% 2% 17% 17% 21% 5% 
      40% 60%  NC      24% 59% 18%  

Scheme 
Type: B 

(15 
units) 

GC 10% 33% 1%  1% 33% 22% 1% 0 

     21% 53% 25%  NC 
1% 25% 1%   47% 15% 12%  

Scheme 
Type: C 

(50 
units) 

GC  4%    33% 52% 11%  

     30% 44% 26%  NC 
6% 16% 2% 0%  22% 37% 16%  

Scheme 
Type: D 

(100 
units) 

GC 4% 16% 3%   11% 46% 18% 3% 

4% 9% 1%   21% 40% 24%  NC 
4% 12%    11% 41% 26% 6% 

The above Table 1 compares the residential mix and size of schemes of the notional residential typologies with recent built development. The 
cumulative totals of built development schemes have been totalled and the percentage mix derived. Please note that, particularly in the lower 
viability areas the delivery of significant affordable housing schemes has led to an increase in flatted development and dwellings of 1 and 2 
bedrooms 2010-15. 

Figure 7,on page 21 of Viability and Deliverability Report (February 2014) (P03) tested the typical sites likely to be coming forward as SHLAA 
and SLR ( strategic allocation) sites within scheme size ranges so as to assist comparison with the residential notional scheme sizes in 
Gateshead and Newcastle. The greatest proportion of sites in both authorities were in the 1-29 units range, however the strategic allocation sites 
contributed to a significant proportion of larger schemes over 70 and 100 units. 



    
 

 
 

    

ApApApAppendix 3pendix 3pendix 3pendix 3                                Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ----    Newcastle Strategic AllocationsNewcastle Strategic AllocationsNewcastle Strategic AllocationsNewcastle Strategic Allocations    
 
Growth Area / 
Area of 
Change  
(Plan Policy) 

Sub Area/ Site Name of Developer/ land 
interest (s) 

Masterplan 
produced 
(status) 

Pre application 
submitted 

Planning application 
submitted 

Planning 
permission 
determined 
(status) 

NN1 Lower, 
Middle and 
Upper 
Callerton 
 
 
Approx. 3,000 
dwellings 
-800 lower 
-1000 middle 
-1200 Upper 
 
 

 CEG 
Bellway 
Taylor Wimpey 
Persimmon Homes 
Northumberland Estates 
Quadrini 

Draft 
Masterplan 
discussions 
ongoing 

No   

West Middle 
Callerton 

CEG   Yes (hybrid) 
2015/1543/01/OUT  
 
550 dwellings 
 

Currently under 
consideration. 
 
Target Committee 
29/7 

East Middle 
Callerton 

Bellway   Yes (outline) 
2015/0897/01/DET  
 
600 dwellings 

Currently under 
consideration 
Target Committee 
29/7 

NN2 Kingston 
Park/ 
Kenton Bank 
Foot 
Approx. 
800 dwellings 

 Cussins 
Taylor Wimpey 
Avant 

Public 
consultation on 
draft 
masterplan end 
25 March 2016 
proposed 
Cabinet in May 
for adoption 

 no  

Phase 1b Cussins  Yes- 27 units No  
Phase 1a Taylor Wimpey  Yes- no layout no  
Phase 2c Avant  Yes- 67 units No  

 



    

 
 

Growth Area / 
Area of 
Change  
(Plan Policy) 

Sub Area/ Site Name of Developer/ land 
interest (s) 

Masterplan 
produced 
(status) 

Pre application 
submitted 

Planning application 
submitted 

Planning 
permission 
determined 
(status) 

NN3 
Newbiggin 
Hall 

 William Leach 
Unknown 

No No –  No  

NN4 
Newcastle 
Great Park 
 
NN4a= 880 
NN4b and c 
600 units 

 Barratt 
NGP Consortium 
(Persimmon and Taylor 
Wimpey) 
Banks 

No No No  

NV1 
Dinnington 
 
Approx. 
250 dwellings 

Dinnington North Bellway N/A Yes Yes 
(detailed)2015/1673/01/DET  
71 dwellings 
 

Minded to grant 
subject to S106 

Dinnington South Persimmon no Yes 
15/00694 
212 dwellings 

No  

NV2 
Hazlerigg and 
Wideopen 
 
Approx. 500 
dwellings 

Hazlerigg Banks yes Yes Yes (outline) 
2015/1665/01/OUT  
 
462 dwellings 

Target  Planning 
Committee in May 

Wideopen Barratt N/A Yes Yes 
(detailed)2015/1640/01/DET  
 
168 dwellings 

Target  Planning 
Committee in May 

NV3 
Throckley  
 
Approx. 550 
dwellings 

Throckley North Greenwich Hospital Yes Yes Yes (outline) 
2015/1796/01/OUT 
 
580 dwellings  

Target  Planning 
Committee in May 

Throckley South Northumberland Estates N/A Yes Yes (outline) 
2015/1185/01/OUT  
 
73 dwellings 

Minded to grant 
subject to S106 



    

 
 

Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3                                Table 3Table 3Table 3Table 3    ----    Gateshead Strategic AllocationsGateshead Strategic AllocationsGateshead Strategic AllocationsGateshead Strategic Allocations    
 

Growth Area Name of developer/land interest Masterplan 
produced 
(status) 

Pre-app 
submitted 

Application 
submitted 

Application 
status 

GN1 (Dunston 
Hill)  

Persimmon and Gateshead Council Draft masterplan 
discussions on-
going 

Yes No  

GV1a (Middle 
Chopwell)  

Unknown None No No  

GV1 b (South 
Chopwell) 

Gleeson Homes Draft masterplan 
discussions on-
going 

Yes No  

GV2a 
(Crawcrook 
North) - allocated 
for approx. 174 
homes 

Taylor Wimpey and Gateshead Council Masterplan 
discussions on-
going 

Yes Yes Full application 
for 167 homes – 
expected to 
increase to 
approx. 184 
homes still under 
consideration 
although 
expected to go to 
committee in 
May. 

GV2b 
(Crawcrook 
South) - 
allocated for 
approx. 197 
homes 

Story Homes Yes - as part of 
planning 
application 

Yes Yes Full application 
for 169 homes 
granted at 
committee on  30 
March 2016. 

GV3 (Highfield) Unknown None No No  
GV4a (High 
Spen West) 

Gateshead Council and Garesfield Golf Club None No No  

  



    

 
 

Growth Area Name of developer/land interest Masterplan 
produced 
(status) 

Pre-app 
submitted 

Application 
submitted 

Application 
status 

GV4b (High 
Spen East) – 
allocated for 
approx. 132 
homes. 

Avant Homes Yes – as part of 
planning 
application 

Yes Yes Outline 
application for up 
to 142 homes 
still under 
consideration 
although 
expected to go to 
committee in 
May. 

GV5 
(Kibblesworth) 

Taylor Wimpey Masterplan 
discussions on-
going 

Yes No  

GV6 (Ryton) – 
allocated for max 
550 homes 

Bellway and Taylor Wimpey Masterplan 
discussions on-
going 

Yes Yes Full application 
submitted by 
Bellway for their 
portion of the site 
only – 350 
homes. 

GV7a (Sunniside 
North East) 

Unknown None No No  

GV7b (Sunniside 
South East) 

Taylor Wimpey None Yes No  

 
  



    

 
 

Appendix 3        Table 4Table 4Table 4Table 4    ----    Additional data entered into Table 4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) (as amended 25/02/16)Additional data entered into Table 4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) (as amended 25/02/16)Additional data entered into Table 4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) (as amended 25/02/16)Additional data entered into Table 4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) (as amended 25/02/16)    
 

 
The red box just highlights the high urban zone and mid high non-urban zone. The additions to Table 4.1 of the Annex Update (P04) links directly 
through from the final Argus appraisals in Appendix 8 (P04) and represents the final position on calculation of headroom for generic sites. 

TABLE 4.1

Residual Value 

from Argus 

Developer - with 

affordable 

housing

Residual Value 

from Argus 

Developer - 

without 

affordable 

housing

Threshold 

Value Per 

Hectare

 site size 
threshold 

value

s.106 costs 

affordable

s.106 costs 

non 

affordable

Headroom 

without 

affordable 

housing 

Headroom 

with 

affordable 

Housing 

Headroom 

with 

afforable 

housing per 

sq.m)

Threshold 

Value Per 

Hectare  

threshold 

value
s.106 costs

s.106 costs 

non 

affordable

Headroom 

without 

affordable 

housing 

Headroom 

with 

affordable 

Housing 

Headroom 

with 

afforable 

housing per 

sq.m)

£ £ £  Ha £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Low

1 unit negative -                            200,000          0.03 6,000 2,000 2,000 Negative Negative Negative 360,000 10,800 8,740 8,740 Negative Negative Negative

15 units 61,650                      138,427                   200,000          0.30 60,000 26,000 30,000 53,000 Negative Negative 360,000 108,000 113,620 131,100 Negative Negative Negative

50 units 134,983                   306,944                   200,000          1.20 240,000 86,000 100,000 Negative Negative Negative 360,000 432,000 375,820 437,000 Negative Negative Negative

100 units 100,933                   450,183                   200,000          2.50 500,000 170,000 200,000 Negative Negative Negative 360,000 900,000 742,900 874,000 Negative Negative Negative

Assisted Living negative negative 200,000          0.40 80,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative 360,000 144,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative

Low Mid

1 unit negative -                            600,000          0.03 18,000 2,000 2,000 Negative Negative Negative 380,000 11,400 8,740 8,740 Negative Negative Negative

15 units 183,730                   239,059                   600,000          0.30 180,000 26,000 30,000 33,000 Negative Negative 380,000 114,000 113,620 131,100 Negative Negative Negative

50 units 563,799                   754,485                   600,000          1.20 720,000 86,000 100,000 Negative Negative Negative 380,000 456,000 375,820 437,000 Negative Negative Negative

100 units 909,118                   1,295,589                600,000          2.50 1,500,000 170,000 200,000 Negative Negative Negative 380,000 950,000 742,900 874,000 Negative Negative Negative

Assisted Living negative negative 600,000          0.40 240,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative 380,000 152,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative

Mid

1 unit 3,919                        -                            1,000,000          0.04 40,000 2,000 2,000 Negative Negative Negative 420,000 16,800 8,740 8,740 Negative Negative Negative

15 units 371,375                   433,264                   1,000,000          0.33 330,000 26,000 30,000 77,000 15,000 13 420,000 138,600 113,620 131,100 164,000 119,000 99

50 units 1,147,423                1,359,564                1,000,000          1.25 1,250,000 86,000 100,000 24,000 Negative Negative 420,000 525,000 375,820 437,000 398,000 247,000 63

100 units 2,012,961                2,452,944                1,000,000          3.00 3,000,000 170,000 200,000 Negative Negative Negative 420,000 1,260,000 742,900 874,000 319,000 10,000 1

Assisted Living negative negative 1,000,000          0.40 400,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative 420,000 168,000 14,042 16,520 Negative Negative Negative

High Mid

1 unit 30,343                      -                            1,600,000          0.04 64,000 2,000 2,000 Negative Negative Negative 480,000 19,200 8,740 8,740 Negative 2,500 21

15 units 773,403                   853,668                   1,600,000          0.33 528,000 26,000 30,000 300,000 219,000 154 480,000 158,400 113,620 131,100 564,000 501,000 352

50 units 2,292,919                2,681,486                1,600,000          1.25 2,000,000 86,000 100,000 595,000 207,000 49 480,000 600,000 375,820 437,000 1,644,000 1,317,000 309

100 units 4,077,886                4,594,258                1,600,000          3.00 4,800,000 170,000 200,000 Negative Negative Negative 480,000 1,440,000 742,900 874,000 2,280,000 1,895,000 224

Assisted Living 465,906                   711,073                   1,600,000          0.40 640,000 14,042 16,520 697,000 452,000 130 480,000 192,000 14,042 16,520 503,000 260,000 75

High 

1 unit 63,168                      -                            2,100,000          0.04 84,000 2,000 2,000 Negative Negative Negative 530,000 21,200 8,740 8,740 Negative 33,000 273

15 units 1,203,534                1,299,852                2,100,000          0.33 693,000 26,000 30,000 581,000 485,000 340 530,000 174,900 113,620 131,100 994,000 915,000 642

50 units 3,706,838                4,077,657                2,100,000          1.25 2,625,000 86,000 100,000 1,367,000 996,000 233 530,000 662,500 375,820 437,000 2,978,000 2,669,000 625

100 units 6,448,551                7,068,202                2,100,000          3.00 6,300,000 170,000 200,000 598,000 Negative Negative 530,000 1,590,000 742,900 874,000 4,604,000 4,116,000 487

Assisted Living 1,347,139                1,637,331                2,100,000          0.40 840,000 14,042 16,520 783,000 493,000 141 530,000 212,000 14,042 16,520 1,409,000 1,121,000 322

Newcastle Central Area 

100 unit scheme 6,092,925                6,755,103                2,100,000          3.00 6,300,000 170,000 200,000 285,000 Negative Negative

Assisted Living 1,252,295                1,448,426                2,100,000          0.40 840,000 14,042 16,520 594,000 398,000 114

Site & Scheme

Urban  Notional Residential Scheme Non Urban  Notional Residential Scheme



    

 
 

Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Map 1 Map 1 Map 1 Map 1 ----    Newcastle Green Belt ChangeNewcastle Green Belt ChangeNewcastle Green Belt ChangeNewcastle Green Belt Changessss    2015201520152015    
 

 
     



    

 
 

Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4         Map 2 Map 2 Map 2 Map 2 ----    Gateshead Green Belt Changes 2015Gateshead Green Belt Changes 2015Gateshead Green Belt Changes 2015Gateshead Green Belt Changes 2015    
 

 
 
     



    

 
 

Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4         Map 3 Map 3 Map 3 Map 3 ----    Newcastle Residential Value and Charging Zones VarianceNewcastle Residential Value and Charging Zones VarianceNewcastle Residential Value and Charging Zones VarianceNewcastle Residential Value and Charging Zones Variance    
 

 



    

 
 

 

Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4Appendix 4         Map 4Map 4Map 4Map 4    ----    Gateshead Residential Value and Charging Zones Variance Gateshead Residential Value and Charging Zones Variance Gateshead Residential Value and Charging Zones Variance Gateshead Residential Value and Charging Zones Variance     
 
 

 



    

 
 

    
Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Figure 1Figure 1Figure 1Figure 1    ----    Sheltered Housing Assessment of Policy CostsSheltered Housing Assessment of Policy CostsSheltered Housing Assessment of Policy CostsSheltered Housing Assessment of Policy Costs    

    
For Newcastle, the adopted Planning Obligation SPD (January 2016) (NP09) includes an indicative sheltered housing contribution of £318 per 
person (Appendix 1, page 22). The calculation for the notional scheme tested (A.2, p11 (P04)) is:  
 
40 unit scheme: 
28 x 1 bed= 28 people 
12x 2 bed= 24 people 
Total 52 people x £318= £16,536 per scheme or £413 per dwelling 
 
For Gateshead the Obligations SPD (GP06) includes the calculation for open space in Appendix 1, page 23-4. The calculation for the notional 
scheme tested (A.2, p11 (P04)) is: 
 
40 unit scheme: 
28 x 1 bed= 31 people 
12x 2 bed= 18 people 
Total=49 people x 30sqm (open space requirement per person) = 1,470sqm open space required. For off-site provision the costs is £6.88/sqm = 
£10,114 = £253 per unit. 
 
  



    

 
 

Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Tables A and BTables A and BTables A and BTables A and B    
 

    
    
        

RESIDENTIAL CIL BUFFER

"A" "B"

ZONE A (Non-Urban High-Mid)

NET SITE AREA GIA OF 

DEVELOPMENT

RESIDUAL VALUE THRESHOLD 

VALUE

HEADROOM 

BEFORE S.106

S.106 PLUS SPECIFIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEADROOM AFTER 

S.106

HEADROOM/m2 

(AFTER S.106 & 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING)

PROPOSED CIL RATE - 

£/m2

BUFFER "%"

"Maximum CIL Rate" 100 - (B/A x 100)

SCENARIO/SCHEME

1 UNIT 0.04                 121                  30,343£               19,200£        11,143£         8,740£                      2,403£                    20£                             60£                           0%

15 UNITS 0.33                 1,425               773,403£             158,400£      615,003£       113,620£                  501,383£                352£                           60£                           83%

50 UNITS 1.25                 4,268               2,292,919£          600,000£      1,692,919£    375,820£                  1,317,099£             309£                           60£                           81%

100 UNITS 3.00                 8,452               4,077,886£          1,440,000£   2,637,886£    742,900£                  1,894,986£             224£                           60£                           73%

ASSISTED LIVING ( Newcastl e) 0.40                 3,485               465,906£             192,000£      273,906£       14,042£                    259,864£                75£                             60£                           20%

ASSISTED LIVING ( Gates head) 0.40                 3,485               465,906£             192,000£      273,906£       8,602£                      265,304£                76£                             60£                           21%

CALLERTON PARK 108.00             253,560           120,023,640£      51,840,000£ 68,183,640£  40,393,449£             27,790,191£           110£                           60£                           45%

KINGSTON PARK / KENTON BANK FOOT 28.30               67,616             32,286,228£        13,584,000£ 18,702,228£  10,797,316£             7,904,912£             117£                           60£                           49%

GREAT PARK Extn. - 600 units 20.00               50,712             24,372,838£        9,600,000£   14,772,838£  6,415,205£               8,357,633£             165£                           60£                           64%

DINNINGTON 6.80                 21,158             10,241,166£        3,264,000£   6,977,166£    1,770,057£               5,207,109£             246£                           60£                           76%

WIDEOPEN 5.00                 8,368               4,033,508£          2,400,000£   1,633,508£    1,001,926£               631,582£                75£                             60£                           21%

THRESHOLD VALUE/HA 480,000           

AFFORDABLE HOUSING INCLUDED

CIL RATE / m2 60£                  

"A" "B"

ZONE B (Urban High)

NET SITE AREA GIA OF 

DEVELOPMENT

RESIDUAL VALUE THRESHOLD 

VALUE

HEADROOM 

BEFORE S.106

S.106 PLUS SPECIFIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEADROOM AFTER 

S.106

HEADROOM/m2 

(AFTER S.106 & 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING)

PROPOSED CIL RATE - 

£/m2

BUFFER "%"

"Maximum CIL Rate" 100 - (B/A x 100)

SCENARIO/SCHEME

1 UNIT 0.04                 121                  63,168£               84,000£        20,832-£         2,000£                      22,832-£                  189-£                           30£                           0%

15 UNITS 0.33                 1,425               1,203,534£          693,000£      510,534£       26,000£                    484,534£                340£                           30£                           91%

50 UNITS 1.25                 4,268               3,706,838£          2,625,000£   1,081,838£    86,000£                    995,838£                233£                           30£                           87%

100 UNITS 3.00                 8,452               6,448,551£          6,300,000£   148,551£       170,000£                  21,449-£                  3-£                               30£                           0%

ASSISTED LIVING ( Newcastl e) 0.40                 3,485               1,347,139£          840,000£      507,139£       14,042£                    493,097£                141£                           30£                           79%

ASSISTED LIVING ( Gates head) 0.40                 3,485               1,347,139£          840,000£      507,139£       8,602£                      498,537£                143£                           30£                           79%

THRESHOLD VALUE/HA 2,100,000        

AFFORDABLE HOUSING INCLUDED

CIL RATE / m2 30£                  
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Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Appendix 4         Figure 2 Figure 2 Figure 2 Figure 2 ––––    Newcastle Newcastle Newcastle Newcastle Housing TrajectorHousing TrajectorHousing TrajectorHousing Trajectory /Datay /Datay /Datay /Data        

    
Newcastle’s housing trajectory includes 
the findings of the latest residential 
monitoring and the five year land supply 
assessment (October 2015), however 
beyond 2020, the housing trajectory 
cannot be updated until the Council 
completes its HELAA which it is currently 
preparing. Therefore the trajectory 
beyond 2020 assumes the CSUCP 
assumptions. 
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Appendix 6Appendix 6Appendix 6Appendix 6                                Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 ----    Newcastle Recently Newcastle Recently Newcastle Recently Newcastle Recently 

Approved Shared Student Accommodation 2010Approved Shared Student Accommodation 2010Approved Shared Student Accommodation 2010Approved Shared Student Accommodation 2010----15: Data15: Data15: Data15: Data    
    
Scheme Site   Decision 

Date 
Type of 
Accom. 

Total no. 
bed - 
rooms 

Gross 
internal 
floor 
space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

1 Former 
Mandale 
Homes, 11-12 
Skinnerburn 
Road 

 5/8/10 25 pods 
ranging from 
2 – 6 
bedrooms 

133 - 0.92 hectares 
1- 

New build 

2 Land at Bath 
Lane/Heber 
Street 
(Downings 
Block F) 

 18/3/11 63 cluster 
flats 
containing 
351 neds 

351 10,997 0.27 hectares New build 

3 Shieldfield 
Social Club, 
Shield Street 

 2/6/11 21 pods 
containing 
105 beds 

105 - 2159sqm New build 

4 1A Portland 
Green, 
Stoddart Street 

 29/7/11 56 flats 
containing 
275 beds 

275 7,715 0.3 hectares New build 

5 Park Terrace 
and Kensington 
Terrace 

 17/8/11 - 302 11,847 0.9 hectares 
 

New build 

6 Former Magpie 
Club, Pitt Street 

 11/6/12 241 studios 214 6,515 0.88 hectares New build 

7 Former Tyne 
Tees TV 
Studio, City 
Road 

 6/7/12 3 x 1 bed, 23 
x 2 bed, 7 x 3 
bed and 54 x 
4+ beds 

386 5,683 0.72 hectares New build 

8 Former NEDL, 
Strawberry 
Place 

 28/11/12 13 flats 
containing 32 
beds 

32 - 0.3 hectares New build 

9 Downing Plaza, 
Block A 

 21/12/12 115 studios 
and 58 flats 
containing 
329 beds 

444 13,026 0.22 hectares New build 

10 14-16 Pitt 
Street 

 6/2/13 12 studios 
and 28 flats 
containing 3-
6 bedrooms 

172 5,073 880sqm New build 

11 Tyneside 
Minimix site, 
Stoddart Street 

 6/7/12 and 
17/5/13 

146 studios, 
1 x 3 bed 
and 14 x 
4+beds 

161 - 1544sqm New build 

12 Land at Coquet 
Street 

 23/5/13 185 studios, 
20 x 4 bed 
flats and 1 x 
6 bed 

271 - 2960sqm New build 

13 Former 
Mowlem and 
Co, 4 Stepney 
Road 

 25/6/13 4 x 3 bed 
and 47 x 4+ 
bed flats 

205 - 0.283 
hectares 

New build 

14 The 
Greyhound, 70 
Pitt Street 

 19/7/13 14 studios 14 - 0.02 hectares Conversion 

15 Henry Hirst, 18 
Pitt Street 

 27/8/13 9 flats 
containing 56 
beds 

56 
 

- 0.05 hectares New build 

16 5 Clarence 
Street 

 2/9/13 32 studios 
and 35 flats 
containing 
176 beds 

208 3,600 1450sqm New build 

17 14-16 Pitt 
Street 

 6/9/13 42 studios, 1 
x 5 bed, 26 x 
6 bed flats 

161 - 875.53sqm New build 

  



    

 
 

Scheme Site   Decision 
Date 

Type of 
Accom. 

Total no. 
bed - 
rooms 

Gross 
internal 
floor 
space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

18 Plummer 
House, Market 
Street East 

 16/12/13 180 studios 
and 13 x 
4+beds 

248 - 1705sqm Conversion and 
new build 

19 19-26 
Claremont 
Place 

 30/1/14 89 studios 89 3006 0.30 hectares Conversion and 
new build 

20 Blandford 
Square 

 14/2/14 191 studios 
and  

369 11,293 00.49 
hectares 

New build 

21 Spring Street 
and Pitt Street 

 14/2/14 1 studio, 5 x 
2 beds, 2 x 4 
beds, 1 x 6 
bed and 1 x 
11 bed 

10 414.5 0.18 hectares Conversion 

22 Bruce Building, 
Percy Street 

 30/4/14 60 studio 
flats 
 

60 800 1200sqm Conversion 

23 Hill Court, Pitt 
Street 

 9/7/14 173 studios 
and 64 5 and 
6 bed 
clusters 

541 16,300 0.38 hectares 
 

New build 

24 Land at 
Clavering Place 

 18/8/14 105 studios, 
14 x 6 bed 
flats and 4 x 
5 bed flats 

210 ?? 0.21 hectares 
 

New build 

25 Liquid/Envy 
Nightclub 

 12/9/14 50 flats 
containing 
305 beds 

305 1607 1950sqm New build 

26 18 Pitt Street  31/10/14 65 studios 65 - 0.06 hectares Demolition and 
new build 

27 Field Close  23/12/14 167 studios 
and 50 x 
4+beds 

409 - 3240sqm Demolition and 
new build 

28 Norwich Union 
and Westgate 
House  

 13/8/15 254 studios 
and 5 x 2 
beds 

259 - 0.25 hectares Demolition and 
new build 

29 Strawberry 
Place Car Park 

 16/10/15 271 studio 
beds and 12 
x 5 bed 
clusters 

331 10,727 0.29  
hectares 

New build 
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Appendix 6Appendix 6Appendix 6Appendix 6                                Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ----    Viability Buffer AnalysisViability Buffer AnalysisViability Buffer AnalysisViability Buffer Analysis 
    

 
    
        

COMMERCIAL CIL BUFFER

"A" "B"

ZONE 1 - NEWCASTLE CENTRAL AREA

NET SITE AREA GIA OF 

DEVELOPMENT

RESIDUAL VALUE THRESHOLD 

VALUE

HEADROOM 

BEFORE S.106

S.106 PLUS SPECIFIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEADROOM AFTER 

S.106

HEADROOM/m2 

(AFTER S.106 & 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING)

PROPOSED CIL RATE - 

£/m2

BUFFER "%"

"Maximum CIL Rate" 100 - (B/A x 100)

SCENARIO/SCHEME

SHARED/STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 0.45                 16,266             3,690,549£          945,000£      2,745,549£    2,000£                      2,743,549£             169£                           50£                           70%

SUPERMARKET 2.00                 5,000               4,550,786£          4,200,000£   350,786£       2,000£                      348,786£                70£                             10£                           86%

THRESHOLD VALUE/HA 2,100,000        

CIL RATE / m2 SUPERMARKET 10£                  

CIL RATE / m2 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 50£                  

"A" "B"

ZONE 2

NET SITE AREA GIA OF 

DEVELOPMENT

RESIDUAL VALUE THRESHOLD 

VALUE

HEADROOM 

BEFORE S.106

S.106 PLUS SPECIFIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEADROOM AFTER 

S.106

HEADROOM/m2 

(AFTER S.106 & 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING)

PROPOSED CIL RATE - 

£/m2

BUFFER "%"

"Maximum CIL Rate" 100 - (B/A x 100)

SCENARIO/SCHEME

SHARED/STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 0.45                 16,266             3,690,549£          945,000£      2,745,549£    2,000£                      2,743,549£             169£                           50£                           70%

HOTELS 0.50                 3,600               1,754,117£          1,050,000£   704,117£       2,000£                      702,117£                195£                           40£                           79%

SMALL RETAIL 0.03                 279                  168,463£             63,000£        105,463£       2,000£                      103,463£                371£                           30£                           92%

SUPERMARKET 2.00                 5,000               4,317,194£          4,200,000£   117,194£       2,000£                      115,194£                23£                             10£                           57%

RETAIL WAREHOUSING 0.30                 1,000               695,806£             630,000£      65,806£         2,000£                      63,806£                  64£                             50£                           22%

THRESHOLD VALUE/HA 2,100,000        

CIL RATE / m2 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 50£                  

CIL RATE / m2 HOTEL 40£                  

SMALL RETAIL 30£                  

SUPERMARKET 10£                  

RETAIL WAREHOUSING 50£                  
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Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7                                Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 ----    Newcastle Newcastle Newcastle Newcastle Hotel ApprovalsHotel ApprovalsHotel ApprovalsHotel Approvals 
 

 
Scheme 

App Number Decision 
Date 

Address Conversion/New 
Build 

Beds Other uses Floor size 

1 2012/1554/01/DET 14/01/2013 Bridge Court, The Close Conversion 160 - 11,024sqm 

2 2012/1382/01/DET 29/01/2013 Former John Blundell, 
Clayton Street 

Conversion 76 A1, A2 or A3 
(1210sqm) 

2490sqm 

3 2012/1559/01/DET 30/01/2013 Baron House, Neville 
Street 

Conversion 160 - 5991sqm 

4 2012/0905/01/DET 31/01/2013 15-29 High Bridge, 
Newcastle upon Tyne 

Conversion 222 - 6650sqm 

5 2010/0132/02/REN 17/05/2013 Irving House, 19 
Westgate Road 

Conversion and new build 26 - 1869sqm 

6 2013/0634/01/DET 25/07/2013 52 Elswick Road 
 

Conversion 12 - 330sqm 

7 2014/0388/01/DET 23/09/2014 Chase Nightclub, 
Sandhill, Quayside 

Conversion 11 - 825sqm 

8 2013/0642/01/DET 22/12/2014 Cradlewell Public House Conversion and new build 24 A4 – public house 664sqm 

9 2014/0568/01/DET 23/12/2015 Newgate Shopping 
Centre 

New Build 269 Students (C3, C4, Sui) 
A1, A2 or A3 

7140sqm 

10 2015/1677/01/DET 01/03/2016 Grainger House, 123 - 
127 Clayton Street West 

Conversion 56 - 2220sqm 

    
Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7                                Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ----    GatesheadGatesheadGatesheadGateshead    Hotel ApprovalsHotel ApprovalsHotel ApprovalsHotel Approvals 
 
Scheme App Number Decision 

Date 
Address Conversion/New 

Build 
Beds Other uses Floor size 

1 DC/14/01251/COU 24/02/2015 Former Tyne View Care 
Home 
Cuthbert Street 
Gateshead 
NE8 1AF 

Conversion 33  500sqm 

2 DC/08/01922/FUL 02/06/2009 Site Of Sterling House 
South Shore Road 
Gateshead 

New Build 200 Offices 7280sqm 

3 DC/08/01288/FUL 01/04/2009 C.P.S. Haulage 
(Tyneside) Ltd Hawks 
Road Saltmeadows 
Gateshead Tyne And 
Wear NE8 3AD 

New Build 202 Ancillary ground floor 6715sqm 
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Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7Appendix 7                                Table 3Table 3Table 3Table 3    ----    Viability BufferViability BufferViability BufferViability Buffer    

    

    
        

"A" "B"

ZONE 2

NET SITE AREA GIA OF 

DEVELOPMENT

RESIDUAL VALUE THRESHOLD 

VALUE

HEADROOM 

BEFORE S.106

S.106 PLUS SPECIFIC 

INFRASTRUCTURE

HEADROOM AFTER 

S.106

HEADROOM/m2 

(AFTER S.106 & 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING)

PROPOSED CIL RATE - 

£/m2

BUFFER "%"

"Maximum CIL Ra te" 100 - (B/A x 100)

SCENARIO/SCHEME

SHARED/STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 0.41                 16,266             3,914,189£          861,000£      3,053,189£    2,000£                      3,051,189£             188£                           50£                           73%

HOTELS 0.50                 3,600               1,754,117£          1,050,000£   704,117£       2,000£                      702,117£                195£                           40£                           79%

SMALL RETAIL 0.03                 279                  168,463£             63,000£        105,463£       2,000£                      103,463£                371£                           30£                           92%

SUPERMARKET 2.00                 5,000               3,003,117£          4,200,000£   1,196,883-£    2,000£                      1,198,883-£             240-£                           10£                           0%

RETAIL WAREHOUSING 0.30                 1,000               811,818£             630,000£      181,818£       2,000£                      179,818£                180£                           50£                           72%

THRESHOLD VALUE/HA 2,100,000        

CIL RATE / m2 STUDENT ACCOMMODATION 50£                  

CIL RATE / m2 HOTEL 40£                  

SMALL RETAIL 30£                  

SUPERMARKET 10£                  

RETAIL WAREHOUSING 50£                  



    

 
 

Appendix 8 Appendix 8 Appendix 8 Appendix 8                                 Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 ----    Gateshead Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Gateshead Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Gateshead Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Gateshead Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012----15151515 

    
 Application ref Proposal Location  size % 

Site coverage  
Permission dates 

1 DC/11/00953/FUL 
Supermarket and 
retail units 

The redevelopment of Blaydon 
District Centre….erection of a 
new supermarket  (6424 sq m) 
and new retail shop unit 
(formerly units 18 and 19) 
((Use Class A1), rear 
extensions to existing shop 
units (35, 25-26,16, 9-11, and 
5-8) 
 

Blaydon District 
Centre, Blaydon 
on Tyne 

Supermarket 
(3553sqm) 
Retail 
Units(373sqm / 
276sqm 
estimated) 

 8/12-11 

2 DC/12/00980/FUL 
Supermarket & small 
retail 

Demolition of existing 
buildings, erection of a new 
supermarket (Class A1 use) 
and three new commercial 
units onto Durham Road 
(A1/A2/A3 use) all with 
associated hard and soft 
landscaping. 
 

Durham Road 
Birtley 

Supermarket 
(2000sqm) 
Small Retail 
(140sqm each) 

 20/12-12 

3 DC/12/00080/FUL 
Supermarket & small 
retail 

Redevelopment of Felling 
District Shopping Centre 
comprising demolition of 
existing buildings and erection 
of new supermarket, new retail 
units, car parking and 
associated works. 
 

Felling District 
Shopping Centre 
Crowhall Lane 
Felling 
 
 

Supermarket 
(1808 sqm est) 
Small Retail 
(140sqm each) 

 4/5-12 

  



    

 
 

 Application ref Proposal Location  size % 
Site coverage  

Permission dates 

4 DC/13/00961/FUL 
Supermarket 
 

Erection of foodstore with 
associated vehicular and 
pedestrian access, car parking 
and landscaping (amended 
20/09/13 and 01/10/13). 
 

Ellison Road 
Dunston 
Gateshead 
 

 

1590sqm 
(gross) 
1125sqm  

100% 
6,131sqm 
 

GRANTED 
14-Oct-13 
 

5 DC/13/01421/FUL 
Small A1 retail 

Redevelopment of existing 
building to provide retail 
pharmacy, replacement of 
existing flat roof with pitched 
roof and redesign of existing 
forecourt and parking area. 
 

5 STAR 
BATTERIES 
(NORTH-EAST) 
Former Filling 
Station 
Meresyde 
Felling 
NE10 8PE 
 

No information 
given.  

100% 
680sqm 

GRANTED 
08-Jan-14 
 

6 DC/14/00346/FUL 
Retail supermarket 

Erection of a foodstore with 
associated access, car parking 
and landscaping (amended 
22/12/14). 
 

Former Go Ahead 
Bus Station 
Sunderland Road 
Gateshead 

 

Gross floor 
area of 1682 
sqm and a 
total retail area 
of 1254 sqm. 
 
97 car parking 
spaces are 
proposed. 
 

15.67% 
00.80 hectares 

GRANTED 
12-Mar-15 
 

7 DC/14/00692/FUL 
A1 shop / A2 financial 
and/or professional 
services/ B1(a) offices 

Proposed single storey building 
with rooms in the roof space, to 
be used for retail/commercial 
purposes (use classes A1 shop 
/ A2 financial and/or 
professional services/ B1(a) 
offices). 
 

Land At Sandhill 
Behind 62 Front 
Street  
Front Street 
Winlaton 
Blaydon-On-Tyne 

 

Small scale 
(not specified)  

48.00sqm GRANTED 
10-Sep-14 
 

  



    

 
 

 Application ref Proposal Location  size % 
Site coverage  

Permission dates 

8 DC/14/00705/FUL 
Retail supermarket 

Installation of an outdoor 
trading unit to the front of an 
existing ASDA Store. 
 

Asda Stores Ltd  
1 Gibside Way 
Gateshead 
Tyne And Wear 
NE11 9YA 

 

No size details. 
(small retail) 

41,000 sqm GRANTED 
18-Aug-14 
 

9 DC/14/00845/FUL 
A1 

Refurbishment of existing units 
and erection of new retail unit. 
 

 

Dutton Court 
Chainbridge Road 
Blaydon On Tyne 

 

No size details. 
518sqm 
(warehouse)  

01.08 hectares WITHDRAWN 
18-Nov-14 
 

10 DC/14/01183/FUL 
A1 Discount 
Foodstore 

Erection of new retail unit and 
associated parking and 
landscaping (amended 
07.01.2015). 
 

Ravensworth Road 
Gateshead 

 

132sqm  07-Jan-15 
 

11 DC/15/00894/OUT 
A1 Discount 
Supermarket & Retail 
Warehouses 

Outline application (all matters 
reserved excluding access) for 
mixed use retail/leisure 
development comprising of a 
discount foodstore (1936 sqm 
GFA), DIY bulky goods store 
(4755 sqm GFA), bulky goods 
unit (632 sqm GFA), 
pub/restaurant (600 sqm GFA) 
and a drive-thru restaurant 
(230 sqm GFA) (additional info 
received 20/11/15 and 
amended 23/02/16). 
 

Chainbridge 
Industrial Estate 
Blaydon 
Gateshead 
NE21 5ST 
 

1936sqm 
(foodstore), 
4755sqm & 
1230sqm  
(bulky goods) 

22.08% 
3.08ha 

Pending 

  



    

 
 

 Application ref Proposal Location  size % 
Site coverage  

Permission dates 

12 DC/15/00923/FUL 
Retail supermarket 

Demolition of existing 
foodstore followed by erection 
of replacement foodstore 
(including creation of 
temporary store during 
construction process) 
(amended and additional 
information received 04/12/15, 
23/12/15). 
 

Lidl UK  
Hexham Road 
Swalwell 
Whickham 
NE16 3AF 
 

2736sqm 
0.2736ha 

25.33% 
01.08ha 

Granted 

13 DC/15/01206/FUL 
Retail supermarket 

Erection of a foodstore (use 
class A1) and associated 
works including parking and 
landscaping. 
 

Shirt Factory  
Shields Road 
Felling 
Gateshead 
NE10 0QD 
 

2446sqm 27.18% 
00.90ha 

Pending 
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Appendix 8Appendix 8Appendix 8Appendix 8         Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 Table 2 ----    Newcastle City Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Newcastle City Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Newcastle City Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012Newcastle City Council Retail Scheme Approvals Data 2012----15151515    
 
Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

1 2012/1434/01/DET 52 Stowell Street 04/01/2013 Change of use from retail (Class A1) 
to mixed retail and café (use Classes 
A1/A3) 

Not 
specified 

81sqm Conversion 

2 2012/1348/01/DET 169 West Road, 
NE15 6RA 

29/01/2013 Change of use from vacant car 
showroom (Sui Generis) to ground 
floor restaurant with bakery shop 
(Use Classes A1/A3) with ancillary 
office accommodation at first floor 

557sqm 615sqm Conversion 

3 2012/1578/01/DET Former 
Newcastle 
University 
Chaplaincy, 
Claremont 
Building, Eldon 
Place, NE1 7RU 

07/02/2013 Change of use from vacant university 
building (Class D1) at basement and 
ground floor to create a mixed café 
with takeaway facility, art and 
exhibition space and retail area (Use 
Classes A1, A3, A5 and D2) 

170sqm 250sqm Conversion 

4 2013/0238/01/DET 38 Saint Marys 
Place, NE1 7PQ 

28/03/2013 Change of use of bank (Class A2) to 
mixed use A1/A3 coffee shop and 
provision of outdoor seating area, 
following removal of disabled ramp. 

123sqm 123sqm Conversion 

5 2013/0256/01/DET 162 Newton 
Road, NE7 7HP 

02/04/2013 Change of use from osteopath and 
physiotherapy Clinic (Class D1) to 
hairdressing and beauty salon (Class 
A1) 

Not 
specified  

Not specified Conversion 

6 2013/0175/01/DET 698 West Road, 
NE5 2UR 

05/04/2013 Change of use from retail (Class A1) 
to mixed retail and café (Use Classes 
A1/A3) with ancillary takeaway facility 

180sqm 180sqm Conversion 

  



    

 
 

Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

7 2013/0441/01/DET Former 
Lansdowne 
Taxis, Byker 
Metro Station, 
NE6 2DE 

13/05/2013 Change of use from vacant taxi 
booking office (Sui Generis) to 
newsagents (Class A1) 

500sqm 500sqm Conversion 

8 2013/0405/01/DET 1 Jacobins 
Chare, NE1 4XD 

23/05/2013 Change of use from tattoo studio (Sui 
Generis) to retail (Class A1) 

Not 
specified 

29.82sqm Conversion 

9 2012/1367/01/DET Multi York 
Furniture Ltd, 
Great North 
Road, NE3 5JG 

12/06/2013 Demolition of existing retail unit and 
erection of foodstore (Class A1) with 
associated car parking (44 spaces), 
cycle parking and plant 

860sqm 0.26hec New Build 

10 2013/0763/01/DET 290 -292 
Wingrove 
Avenue, NE4 
9AA 

15/07/2013 Change of use of offices (Class B1) 
to retail (Class A1) and residential 
(Class C3) to ground floor, residential 
to first and second floors (Class C3) 

20sqm 0.011hec Conversion 

11 2013/0912/01/DET 10A Clayton 
Road, NE2 4RP 

01/08/2013 Change of use from veterinary 
surgery (Class D1) to retail (Class 
A1). 

Not 
specified 

31.9sqm Conversion 

12 2013/0834/01/DET Intu Eldon 
Square, Sidgate 
And High Friars 
Malls 

06/08/2013 Change of use from existing retail 
(Class A1) to mixed retail (Class A1), 
cafe/snack bar/restaurant (Class A3) 

11,210sqm 0.6hec Conversion 

13 2013/0857/01/DET Delicious 
Decadence, 2 
Newlands Road, 
NE2 3NT 

13/08/2013 Change of use of ground floor from 
retail (Class A1) to mixed use 
retail/cafe (Classes A1/A3) 
(Retrospective) 

27sqm 105sqm Conversion 

  



    

 
 

Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

14 2013/1171/01/DET Mill House, 
Haddricks Mill 
Road, NE3 1QL 

11/11/2013 Change of use of part of the ground 
floor of the unit from office (Use 
Class B1) to retail floorspace (Use 
Class A1) 

399sqm 0.15hec2014/0164* Conversion 

15 2014/0086/01/DET 7-21  Nelson 
Street, NE1 5AN 

18/03/2014 Change of use of basement to bar 
(A4), ground to 2nd floor to antique 
centre (A1) and Installation of 
shopfront to Nelson Street. 

660sqm 0.04hec Conversion 

16 2014/0135/01/DET 505 Shields 
Road, NE6 4NS 

21/03/2014 Demolition of existing store and 
erection of new store (Class A1) with 
associated access, roadways and car 
parking (95 spaces) 

1286sqm 6741sqm New build 

17 2014/0164/01/DET Units 1, 2 And 3 
Maling Court, 
Union Street, 
NE2 1BP 

27/03/2014 Change of use of ground floor from 2 
x offices (Class B1) to 3 x mixed use 
(Class A1, A3 and A5) units  

256sqm 320sqm Conversion 

18 2014/0331/01/DET Saint Nicholas 
Chambers, Amen 
Corner 

17/04/2014 Change of use from office (Class B1) 
to beauty therapy clinic (Class A1) 

185sqm 185sqm Conversion 

19 2014/0597/01/DET Edgefield Avenue 09/09/2014 
Erection of a foodstore with 
associated access, car parking and 
landscaping 

1532sqm 0.67hec New Build 

20 2014/1223/01/DET 14 - 30 West 
Road, NE4 9HB 

06/10/2014 Redevelopment of site including 
relocation of hot food take-away 
(Class A5) to part of retail unit at 20-
30 West Road, Change of use of 
office accommodation (Class B1) at 
24 West Road to retail storage area 
(Class A1) and flat (Class C3) at 14 
West Road to office accommodation 
(Class B1) 

410sqm 
 

620sqm Conversion  



    

 
 

Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

21 2014/1276/01/DET 218 Rothbury 
Terrace, NE6 
5DE 

20/10/2014 Change of use of general industrial 
unit (Class B2) to health and fitness 
Studio (Class D2) at ground floor and 
office (Class B1) and retail unit 
(Class A1) at first floor. 

52sqm 460.97sqm Conversion 

22 2014/1293/01/DET 8 Farne Avenue, 
NE3 2BJ 

22/10/2014 Change of use of attached garage 
(Class C3) to hair salon (Class A1) 

15sqm Not specified Conversion 

23 2015/1429/01/DET 338 Stamfordham 
Road, NE5 2LD 

17/11/2015 Change of use of residential garage 
(Class C3) to a dog grooming parlour 
(Class A1) 

Not 
specified 

270sqm Conversion  

24 2014/1553/01/DET Former National 
Westminster 
Bank Plc, Floor 1, 
Central Exchange 
Buildings, 93A 
Grey Street 

26/11/2014 Change of use of first floor offices 
(Class B1) to retail (Class A1). 

181sqm 392sqm Conversion  

25 2014/1635/01/DET Former Fat Face, 
141 Grainger 
Street, NE1 5AE 

04/12/2014 Change of use of basement and 
ground floor from retail (Class A1) to 
mixed use retail/cafe (Class A1/A3) 

82sqm 82.22sqm Conversion 

26 2014/1609/01/DET Aldi Foodstore, 
Land Between 
Walker Road And 
Readhead Drive 

06/01/2015 Erection of food store (Class A1) with 
associated access, landscaping and 
car parking. 

1723sqm 7922sqm New Build 

  



    

 
 

Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

27 2012/1479/01/DET Scottish Life 
House, Archbold 
Terrace 

10/03/2015 Ground floor extension to block D to 
form an enlarged lobby to block C 
(Hotel) and change of use of part of 
ground floor block D from offices 
(Class B1) to mixed use, retail (Class 
A1) restaurant (Class A3)  and bar 
(Class A4) 

240sqm 0.25sqm Conversion 

28 2015/0247/01/DET Mill House, 
Haddricks Mill, 
NE3 1QL 

08/05/2015 Change of use of part of ground floor 
from office (Class B1) to 2 no. retail 
units (Class A1), single storey 
extension to south elevation, 
alterations to elevations and 
associated hard and soft 
landscaping. 

334sqm 1094sqm Conversion  

29 2015/0462/01/DET Northumbria 
University, 
Northumberland 
Building, 
Northumberland 
Road, NE1 8ST 

22/05/2015 Change of use of ground floor office 
(Class B1) to retail (Class A1) and 
alterations to north and south 
elevations 

243.18sqm 0.0278hec Conversion  

30 2015/0488/01/DET 413 - 415 
Stamfordham 
Road, 
Westerhope, NE5 
5HA 

05/06/2015 Change of use of 413 Stamfordham 
Road from dwelling (Class C3) and 
retail (Class A1) to retail units (Class 
A1) with ancillary garage and store 
room with alterations to elevations 
including installation of roller shutters 

87sqm 270sqm Conversion 

31 2015/0632/01/DET 6 Saint Marys 
Place 

22/06/2015 Change of use of basement from 
office (Class B1) to retail (Class A1) 

94.4sqm 94.4sqm Conversion 

  



    

 
 

Scheme 
Ref No. 

Application No. Site  Decision Date Proposal Gross 
internal 
floor space 
(sqm) 

Site Area New build or 
conversion 

32 2015/0109/01/DET 133 Sandyford 
Road, NE2 1QR 

15/07/2015 Change of use from a garage (sui 
generis) to retail (Class A1) with 
ancillary hot food takeaway and 
alterations to south and east 
elevations  

Not 
specified 

110sqm Conversion  

33 2015/0761/01/DET 66 - 70 Rokeby 
Street, 
Lemington, NE15 
8RP 

21/07/2015 Change of use from dwellinghouse 
(Class C3) to retail (Class A1) and 
residential flat (Class C3) at ground 
floor, residential flat (Class C3) at first 
floor, installation of new shopfront. 

38sqm 0.12hec Conversion  

34 2015/1234/01/DET 73 - 75 Grainger 
Street, NE1 5JE 

09/10/2015 Change of use of retail (Class A1) to 
retail/cafe (Class A1/A3) 

105.5sqm 306.2sqm Conversion  

35 2015/1522/01/DET Achilles Physio, 8 
Holly Avenue 
West, NE2 2AR 

04/12/2015 Change of use from physiotherapy 
practice (Class D1) to hair salon 
(Class A1). 

109sqm Not specified Conversion  
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AcronymsAcronymsAcronymsAcronyms    
 
CSUCPCSUCPCSUCPCSUCP    
    

Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan  

CILCILCILCIL    
    

Community Infrastructure Levy 

Development PlanDevelopment PlanDevelopment PlanDevelopment Plan    Newcastle Development Plan consists of Core Strategy and 
Urban Core Plan (2014), Unitary Development Plan ‘saved 
policies (1998), Walker Riverside Area Action Plan (2004) and 
Benwell Scotswood Area Action Plan (2009). 
 
Gateshead Development Plan consists of Core Strategy and 
Urban Core Plan (2014) and Unitary Development Plan (2007).  
 

GDVGDVGDVGDV    Gross Development Value 
 

IDPIDPIDPIDP    Infrastructure Delivery Plan  
 

NPPFNPPFNPPFNPPF    National Planning Policy Framework 
 

PDCSPDCSPDCSPDCS    Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule 
 

RVRVRVRV    Residual Value 
 

SHLAASHLAASHLAASHLAA    Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment  
 

SPDSPDSPDSPD    Supplementary Plan Document  
 
 


